Kulturringen - Culture by Bike is a signposted bicycle route
of 540 km/335 miles. The route and the guidebook are the
result of a cooperation between the municipalities of Odder,
Skanderborg, Favrskov, Norddjurs, Syddjurs, Samsø, Hedensted
and Aarhus. The book is supported by The Minestry of Culture
and the municipalities behind Kulturring Østjylland.
Read much more at www.kulturringen.dk
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The world gets bigger on a bike …
‘Nothing compares to the simple pleasure of a bike ride …’, the
U.S. President John F. Kennedy once said. And he is so right.
Few things in this world give as much pleasure as a bike ride.
Summer and winter, spring and autumn. Every season has
its own charm when you ride a bike; that is whether you ride
a common bicycle - or as a recreational cyclist. A rest at the
roadside on a sunny summer’s day following mile after mile
up and down the hills. Your eyes catch a glimpse of the first
flowers in a village garden on a spring day. A rough autumn
wind giving you a sweeping speed, if it is a tailwind, of course.
The hot chocolate in the Thermos on a clear and frosty winter’s
day. These and thousands of others are my good memories
from a lovely biking life. I get so clearheaded and fresh in my
body from biking. And not least, I get ready to experience all
the things I pass on my bike ride - either by chance or planned.
Getting on my bike is so easy. Just as easy as getting off to
explore everything I encounter on my way. All things being
equal, the world gets a lot bigger on a bike. Enjoy your trip on
Kulturringen – Culture by Bike.

Klaus Bondam
CEO of the
Danish Cyclists’ Federation
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About Kulturringen

How to use the guidebook

Kulturringen - is a bicycle route - and much more
The route covers 540 km/335 miles crammed with cultural and
natural experiences. The route is spilt up into 22 unique routes
where everybody can participate. We hope that this guidebook
will give you the urge and the courage to jump on your bike
and go explore.

Kulturringen begins in the city center of Aarhus. From there,
two routes go out of Aarhus. One to the north and one to the
south. The remaining routes go clockwise to the south and
further round until they end up in Aarhus again. Besides, there
are two routes on the island of Samsø. On the general route
map, you can see which number the individual route has. Each
route has its own route map so you can find your way. The
symbols on the maps refer to facilities along the routes. The
numbers refer to the experiences which are described.

Close to the experience - at a leisurely pace
This guidebook describes in words and pictures what is waiting
for you along the route. You will pass museums, art works,
castles, burial mounds, churches, and other traces in the
landscape which bear witness to the culture of the area. You
will encounter glinting lakes, raging sea and impressive hills.
You will reach streams, high vantage points, the city of Aarhus,
forests, fields, villages, station towns, and much more.
It is easy to get going
In the guidebook, you will therefore find tips to prepare you
and your bike for the ride. You will also get good advice on
where to spend the night, on eateries, shopping, transport, and
more practical advice. The routes of Kulturringen - Culture
by Bike are planned so you can easily get to the routes either
by train, ferry, excursion boat, car, or bus. All the routes run
on paved roads, and sometimes there is even bicycle tracks or
paths. One route follows a closed-down, carfree railway line.
Each route has its own map, and all the routes are signposted.
Follow the Kulturringen signs along most
<< of the route. Or you can download a digital
version at kulturringen.dk
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Symbols
Accommodation

Bathing beach

Toilet

Camp sites

Angling

Bike repair
shop

Eateries

Golf

Camping
ground

Barbeque area

Canoe rentals

Vantage point

Picnic area

Train station

Shelter

Benches/tables

Regional bus

Ancient
monument

Birdwatching
tower

Parking

Drinking
water

Shopping
opportunities

Boat and ferry
service
How to use the guidebook
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Kulturringen – Culture by Bike sets out
at Aarhus Cathedral. From here you find
one route going north and one going south.
But you can ride your bike in many other
directions, because Aarhus is plentiful in
experiences.
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Explore Aarhus by bike
The obvious choice when exploring the city of Aarhus is to go
by bike. You get around easily, park easily, and there is a short
distance to almost everything. In Aarhus, you find beautiful,
old and new buildings side by side along the stream of Aarhus
Å, green oases and the harbour. The city has an art museum,
galleries and exhibition spaces, music venues, theatres, and
culture houses. There are cafés and restaurants everywhere.
Some of them are even Michelin-starred. But you will also find
halls with Street Food, market stalls and street booths.
The old Aarhus
The origins of the city of Aarhus go way back. The cathedral
and the small Viking Museum bear witness to the fact that
people have lived here for more than 1000 years. The Latin
Quarter and the street of Møllestien in Aarhus are historical
quarters with a very special atmosphere. Here you find narrow,
cobbled streets, fine old houses, specialty shops, cafés, and
much more. At the Old Town Museum called Den Gamle By,
you find the old bike repair shop Cykelsmeden.
The young Aarhus
Aarhus also has a young profile, because it is a very popular
education city. Aarhus University has more than 35,000
students. On top of this, there are many students at other
schools and places of study. This prepares the ground for urban
life, festivals, exhibitions and events.
Aarhus loves bikes
Many residents in Aarhus ride their bikes every day. Almost
50 % of the population go by bike to school or work. The
Aarhus Municipality has invested more than 250 million DKK
in bicycling in Aarhus. A lot of effort is put into making it
10
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even more tempting and safe to ride a bike in Aarhus. One of
the measures taken was turning Mejlgade into the very first
bicycle street in Denmark. Here you have traffic lights giving
cyclists the right of way. 8,800 free parking spaces have been
secured for bicycles scattered all over the city. Moreover, you
find bicycle routes, bicycle track systems, signposting, bike
barometers counting passing cyclists, pumps, and Park & Bike
terminals where you can store your bike at the parking lots.
Aarhus Cykelby arranges and participates in bike parades with
music, street parties and bike festivals.
Bicycle races and bike festivals in Aarhus
During the summer, several road races and mountain bike
races for recreational athletes have their starting point in
Aarhus. Among these are the classic races of Aarhus Rundt and
Marselisløbet, the recreational bicycle event Tour De Femme,
and the mountain bike classic Marselisborg MTB as well as the
new Aarhus MTB Challenge.
Long tradition for bike riding
Aarhus has a long tradition for cycle sport and bicycling that
goes back to the end of the 1800s. Here the very first bicycle
track was established in the city. Bernhardt Jensen, who was
the mayor of Aarhus from 1958-1971, went by the name «the
Cycling Mayor». He abolished the mayor’s car and rode his
bicycle instead. Denmark’s only outdoor velodrome is located
in Aarhus. Read more on page 19 under Route 1/South, item 5.
Places to go by bike
Here are some of the things you can experience in Aarhus
City. This is only a small selection, so keep an eye on the event
calenders.
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Links to culture in Aarhus
ARoS / aros.dk – Aarhus’s large and exciting art museum woth
Out Rainbow Panorama by Olafur Eliasson at the top.
Den Gamle By / dengamleby.dk – an old town within the city.
Godsbanen / godsbanen.dk – the former freight train terminus
has been converted into workshops, exhibition spaces, music
stages, restaurant, meeting place, and vantage point.
Musikhuset Aarhus / musikhusetaarhus.dk – the concert hall
offers a wide range of music, performance art and concerts.
Aarhus Theatre / aarhusteater.dk – beautiful, historical
building with interesting theatrical performances.
Tivoli Friheden / friheden.dk – the city’s amusement park
situated in the forest of Marselisborg Skov.
The Science Museums / sciencemuseerne.dk – which comprise
the Steno Museum, the Botanical Gardens, the Ole Rømer
Observatory and the Herbarium.
And don’t forget: The Natural History Museum Aarhus/
naturhistoriskmuseum.dk, the Women’s Museum /
kvindemuseet.dk, the art center Kunsthal Aarhus /
kunsthalaarhus.dk and the Viking Museum / vikingemuseet.dk

Bikefriendly links
aarhuscykelby.dk – download the Bike Aarhus App
cykling-aarhus.dk – guided bicycle trips and bike rentals
aarhusbycykel.dk – pay a coin as deposit and borrow a city bike
aarhuscykelguide.dk – map with facilities and routes
aarhus2017.dk – homepage for Aarhus 2017
bikes4rent.dk / cykeldoktoren.dk / cyclingfreak.dk
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Route 1 North / Aarhus C - Skødstrup
1. Aarhus Cathedral
The Aarhus Cathedral lies as a distinctive building in the
middle of Aarhus. The cathedral was originally constructed
as a Roman basilica at the end of the 12th century. During the
last half of the 15th century, the cathedral was restored in the
present Gothic style. The cathedral has a wonderful altarpiece,
interesting frescos and stained glass windows, elaborate
wrought iron gates and much more.
2 Aarhus Ø
A brand new quarter called Aarhus Ø - meaning Aarhus
Island - has developed. Here, the harbour is converted into
recreational areas, apartment complexes, highrises, and canals
situated side by side with the old port facilities.
3. Aarhus´s old fishing harbour
From the Aarhus Cathedral the route runs past the old and
beautiful railway station at the square of Østbanetorvet. You
can get to the fishing harbour and the marina from the bicycle
track via a pedestrian bridge. You can see the brandnew
quarter Aarhus Ø to your right.
4. Risskov and outdoor activities near Aarhus
The bicycle track follows the coastline to the forest of Riis
Skov. In the 19th century, there were food, drinks, summer
entertainment, dancing, and music in the Salon and at the
Pavillion. Today, the Salon is the inn called Sjette Frederiks
Kro, and the Pavillion has been converted into a hostel. At the
entrance to the forest facing the city, you find a small ice-cream
kiosk.
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5. The sea-bath, Den Permanente
By the water, you find the public sea-bath called Den
Permanente. It was built in 1933. Here people bathe, play,
barbeque, and sunbathe.
6. Bellevue
The part of the city called Risskov stretches far beyond the
forest and the beach, all the way to the next part of the city
called Egå. Risskov Church was originally a villa dating from
1922. Bellevue Beach Park is a lovely sandy beach.
7. Åkrogen and Kaløvig Bådelaug
At the beach area Åkrogen close to the Egå Marina, many
surfers gambol in the water when the wind is right. Before the
route heads inland towards the town of Skødstrup, you pass the
boat guild of Kaløvig Bådelaug.
8. Studstrup Power Station
The power station, Studstrupværket, is one of the largest
biomass-fired power stations in the world. Ørsted owns the
power station. It generates heat and electricity to Aarhus and
its environs.
9. Skødstrup - Løgten
Now you are in the countryside for a short while. Here many
ancient burial mounds and findings from both the Bronze
Age and the Iron Age have turned up during archeological
excavations.
10. Skødstrup Church
The church was build in 1180, and it fell under the properties
of the Øm Abbey. The beautiful wood carvings found in the
church are gifts from the Rosenkrantz family.
16
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Route 1 South / Aarhus C - Moesgaard

Practical information

1. Aarhus Cathedral
Read more under Route 1/North page 14.

Eateries/Accommodation
Sjette Frederiks Kro
Aarhus Danhostel
Others

casablancaaarhus.dk
aarhusdanhostel.dk
visitaarhus.dk and smagaarhus.dk

+45 86 16 14 00
+45 86 21 21 20

visitaarhus.dk

+45 87 31 50 10

Museums and galleries
See
Nature camps
See

friluftslivaarhus.dk and udinaturen.dk

Transportation
Trains / Buses
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
Aarhus Light Rail
letbanen.dk
High Speed Ferry Aarhus-Sjælland
mols-linien.dk +45 70 10 14 18
Canoe rentals
Canoe rentals Aarhus Å
Other links
Aarhus Cathedral
Kaløvig Bådelaug
Public swimming pool and beaches
Aarhus Searangers

denblaarambla.dk

aarhusdomkirke.dk
kblsail.dk
vigirbyenpuls.dk
searangers.dk

+45 86 20 54 00
+45 86 99 19 67
+45 72 16 19 95

2. Dokk1
The large building by the waterfront houses the city’s public
library, citizen service center, media and culture center. The
building was designed by Smidt Hammer Lassen Architects,
and it was inaugurated in 2015.
3. Tangkrogen and the marina
At the green area called Tangkrogen, there are frequently
markets, circuses and festivals during the summer. At the
Aarhus Marina there are restaurants, cafés and shops.
4. The Memorial Park
In the Memorial Park, you can see the memorial wall
commemorating fallen Danish soldiers during the First World
War. The grass-clad park is a source of pleasure to recreational
athletes, sunbathers and picnicking visitors in the summer.
5. Marselisborg Castle
At the top of the Memorial Park lies the Marselisborg Castle,
where the Royal family often resides. The castle’s beautiful
park and rose garden are open to the public when the Queen is
not residing at the castle.
6. Aarhus Velodrome
Bicycle enthusiasts should visit the Aarhus Velodrome.
The velodrome was built in 1940, and the stand and the 333
m/1,092.5 feet long concrete track have a special architectural
aesthetics.
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7. The forests of Marselisborgskovene and Varna
Now you begin a 7 km/4.3 miles long stretch of forest along
the coast. Here you find hills and beeches, vantage points and
clearings. The ice-cream kiosk at the bicycle path make up the
starting point of the city’s mountain bike route. The beautiful
mansion of Varnapalæet was built in 1909.
8. The Deer Park and Blommehaven Camping
The Deer Park is an enclosed forest area of 22 ha where you can
experience sika deer, fallow deer and wild boar. Blommehaven
Camping is situated in the forest as well, very close to the coast.
9. Ørnereden
At the nature center Ørnereden – meaning the Eagle’s Nest –
people have made a stop to get refreshments since 1910. Here
you have an amazing view over Aarhus Bay. There are good
paths and the option of descending the steep slopes to the
beach.
10. Moesgaard Beach
At the Moesgaard Beach, lots of Aarhus’s citizens come to bathe
and relax when they get off from work. There are bathing
jetties, a kiosk and a vibrant beach life.
11. Moesgaard Manor
The main building of the Moesgaard Manor dates from 1778
and is built in the Neoclassical style. The manor is a part of the
Moesgaard Museum. Everyone is welcome in the beautiful,
romantic park with its small ponds and path system. In the
park, you can follow the ancient path of Oldtidsstien and
you can also see a beautiful reconstruction of Hørning Stave
Church. The original of the church is dated to about 1060. Read
more about Moesgaard Museum under route 2.
20
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Moesgaard Museum
moesgaard.dk +45 87 39 40 00
Varna Palæet
varna.dk +45 86 14 04 00
Ørnereden
oernereden-kiosken.dk
Helnan Marselis Hotel
helnan.dk/marselis +45 86 14 44 11
Others
visitaarhus.dk and smagaarhus.dk
Museums and galleries
See
Camping grounds
Blommehaven Camping
Nature camps
See

visitaarhus.dk

+45 87 31 50 10

camping-blommehaven.dk +45 86 27 02 07

friluftslivaarhus.dk andudinaturen.dk

Transportation
Trains / Buses
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
Aarhus Light Rail
letbanen.dk
Fast Speed Ferry Aarhus-Sjælland
mols-linien.dk +45 70 10 14 18
Other links
aarhusdomkirke.dk
Aarhus Cathedral
dokk1.dk
Dokk1
marselisborghavn.dk
Marselisborg Havn
aarhuscyklebane.dk
Aarhus Velodrome
vigirbyenpuls.dk
Public swimming pools and beaches
searangers.dk
Aarhus Searangers
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+45 86 20 54 00
+45 89 40 92 00

+45 72 16 19 95
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On the route, you can experience the exciting
Moesgaard, the idyllic Norsminde Harbour and the
town life in beautiful Odder. The inlet of Norsminde
Fjord offers a rich birdlife, while you find historical
houses and delicious food at the harbour. The route
also goes along beautiful beaches and passes the
Ecological Gardens in Odder. In several locations
along the route, you can experience parts of the local
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1. MOMU - Moesgaard Museum
Moesgaard Museum is a culture-historical museum. The
museum’s exhibition building from 2014 was designed by
Henning Larsen Architects, and it attracts a lot of attention
both at home and abroad. Some of the building’s split levels are
located below ground and thereby reflect the archeological
excavation process. Moesgaard Museum offers archeological
and ethnographical exhibitions as well as exciting temporary
exhibitions. The building is a huge point of attraction in itself.
The large plane of the roof is always open, and from here
you have an amazing view of the surrounding landscape and
Aarhus Bay. The sloping roof is also used for concerts and
theatricals. The place is a popular area for picnics or as sledging
hill in the winter.
2. Moesgaard to Norsminde, Giber Å and Skovmøllen
Boulevards with trees on either side adorn the route on the
stretch going south. You cross the stream of Giber Å which is
flowing towards the Kattegat. This lovely, winding and waterrich stream has been of great use for several watermills along
the river valley. One of these watermills is Skovmøllen which
was built in the 1600s. The beautiful half-timbering houses are
situated by the dammed-up mill pond and by the waterwheel
with the fish ladder. The watermill has been restored and is still
a fully operational grain mill. Skovmøllen also houses a very
popular restaurant.
3. Viking Moot at Moesgaard
Every year in week 30, the beach at Moesgaard is bustling with
activity, battle cries and the smell of campfire food. This is the
annual Viking Moot where participants from more than 14
different countries take part. Almost 600 “Viking warriors”, 65
horses complete with cavalry, and more than 70 market stalls
26
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make up a temporary Viking village with more than 1000
inhabitants. The moot is open to the public.
4. Fulden, hills and rural idyll
Are you keen on rural idyll, then the village of Fulden is
worth a visit with its winding roads, efficient farms, exclusive
residential homes, and the long-ago closed-down watermill of
Fulden Mølle. The road of Fulden Byvej is steep. This makes it a
very popular climb among cyclists.
5. Fløjstrup Forest
If you want to ride in the forest along the coast, then you have
to take the gravel road through the forest of Fløjstrup Skov. The
remains of earth banks are very visible. These were banks with
hedgerows that formed a boundary and encircled the forest in
the 19th century. They were used for protecting the forest from
grazing livestock and theft.
6. Ajstrup Beach
The road bends sharply and heads towards Ajstrup Beach. In
the summer house area, there is a kiosk and a camping ground.
From here, you follow a long, beautiful stretch along the beach
and the Kattegat. Don’t forget your bathing clothes.
7. Norsminde Habour
The area surrounding the harbour and the inlet at Norsminde
has attracted people for several thousand years. Traces of
inhabitants have been found dating back more than 6,000
years. At that time the Vikings ravaged the area. Today,
yachtsmen, kayakers, tourists, and locals inhabit the area. At
the harbour, children can enjoy crabfishing and ice creams.
Should you get a craving for food, you can choose between the
outdoor barbeque area at the harbour, acclaimed gastronomy
Route 2
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at the inn, Norsminde Kro, or a delicious lunch from the fish
house complete with a view of the sea. The harbour area is
a unique environment which covers both sides of the inlet.
The marked place, the old stone bridge, the lock, and the inn
together make up the core of what was once an important
hub for trading and fishing. The inn was built in 1693 and was
frequented by wayfarers and seafarers. The old stone bridge
used to function as a border crossing, and the inn keeper at
Norsminde Kro had the right to charge a bridge toll. The lock
at the outlet of the inlet was established in 1964. Its purpose is
to protect the low areas of land around the inlet from flooding.
The lock closes automatically when the water level in Aarhus
Bay reaches 35 cm/13.8 inches above normal.
8. The Meden Church Ruins
At the hilltop, right by the small road just south of Norsminde
Kro, a few ruins of the old Meden church are located. The
church was presumably erected in the late 1200s and it was in
use until 1790 after which it fell into disrepair.
9. Norsminde Fjord
The 4 km/2.5 miles long inlet makes up the outermost northern
part of a tunnel valley which traverses the area down to the
inlet of Horsens Fjord. The water in Norsminde Fjord is low
and is therefore rapidly heated. This is a breeding ground for
an abundant biodiversity and with it a rich birdlife. The inlet
became a wildlife refuge in 1942. The entire inlet and large
parts of the adjoining areas of land have been designated
Special Protection Area for birds. Close to 10,000 water fowls
and waders make stops here during their migration.
10. The Rude Beach Long Barrow
The trip goes south towards the holiday cottage area of Rude
28
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Beach. Here you can find a long barrow with stone coffins
dating back to the early Neolithis Era, about 3,500 BC. Signs
direct you to the barrow. Excavations have revealed the two
stone coffins which can still be seen. Human bones were
among the archaeological findings along with a small copper
disc and remains of a wooden structure which presumably was
the cult site that was used during burials.
11. The Village of Rude
A little distance inlands, the village of Rude is situated. Much
of the original village structure has been preserved. The farms
are situated in the village and the fields stretch out from there.
Earlier, the peasants typically had many narrow strips of
land which lay scattered over the area. In 1794, a process of
gathering the land strips and converting them into fewer and
larger units of land began, and some peasants chose to move
their farms out to their fields.
12. The Ecology Gardens
You can make a stop at the Ecology Gardens which is a great
excursion spot for everyone with an interest in agriculture or
horticulture, ecology, and sustainability. The 20 acres of land
offer several differently themed gardens, including, among
others, vines, herbs, and a forest garden with a lake. Children
can have fun at the large playground with a giant-sized sandpit,
a playhouse, willow huts, and more.
13. Odder
Odder offers many sights, eateries, and shopping opportunities
as well as places to spend the night. You can also find a train
connection to Aarhus. You can read more about Odder under
route 3.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Moesgaard Museum
moesgaard.dk
Restaurant Unico & Skovmøllen
restaurantunico.dk
Norsminde Kro
norsminde-kro.dk
Norsminde Fiskehus
norsmindefiskehus.dk
Restaurant Bondehuset
restaurant-bondehuset.dk
Himmel og Hav
restauranthimmeloghav.dk
See
visitaarhus.dk
visitodder.dk

+45 87 39 40 00
+45 86 27 12 14
+45 86 93 24 44
+45 50 51 04 18
+45 86 55 83 48
+45 86 54 40 80
+45 87 31 50 10
+ 45 61 72 45 80

Museums and galleries
See
visitaarhus.dk and visitodder.dk
Camping grounds
Camping site Ajstrup Strand
N.F.J. Naturist camping at Kysing
Saksild Strand Camping
Nature camps
See

Transportation
Trains / Buses
Ferry Hou – Samsø

+45 75 52 14 82
+45 86 55 83 65
+45 86 55 81 30

udinaturen.dk
visitodder.dk

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
tilsamsoe.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
Buy fishing licenses
Other links
Økologiens Have
Karensminde Frugt

dancamps.dk
nfj.dk
saksild.dk

+45 70 22 59 00

visitodder.dk
fisketegn.dk

okologienshave.dk
karensminde-frugt.dk

+45 24 96 30 15
+45 86 55 61 96
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to see a wellSaksild
preserved manor, a mill with a farm shop,
several authentic village environments,
and interesting churches. When you reach
Hov, there are several shopping and dining
opportunities.
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1. Odder
In the city of Odder, you can find several opportunities for
staying overnight, dining and shopping. The city has a lovely
city centre with narrow streets and beautiful historical
buildings.
2. Odder Town Hall
In Odder, the route leads you past Odder Town Hall, among
other things. It was designed by the architecture firm Friis &
Moltke and erected in 1972.
3. Rådhusgade 1
The building was earlier used as court building and police
station in Odder. Today, the building holds the Galleri Harboe.

The naïve artist Ole Grøn from Odder has created a
unique piece of art that tells the story of Odder and
the great personalities of the area. Stories, memories,
and tales from citizens of the municipality have been
captured in the artwork. The main piece of the artwork
is situated in VitaPark, while sections of it are placed in
10 different locations around the municipality. You can
listen to the stories by scanning the QR-codes posted on
the artwork.
Here you can experience To på Tur/Two on Tour:
• Odder in VitaPark • Norsminde • Saksild Beach • Hov
Harbour • Ørting opposite the church • Gylling at the mill
• Alrø by Traktørstedet • Sondrup • Hundslund by the
church • Torrild by the church • Tunø at the village pond

4. VitaPark
In the park you find an intriguing piece of art created by local
naïve artist Ole Grøn. It is titled To på Tur - meaning Two on
Tour. See the box page 35.
5. Odder Museum
The museum is situated in a lovely green area by the historical
Odder Water and Steam Mill and the mill dam. The Water and
Steam Mill looks exactly like it did in 1955 when production
stopped. The museum displays interesting exhibitions of local
history.
6. Rathlousdal Manor
The manor is private, but there is access to the forests. The
beautiful avenue of lime trees, connecting Rathlousdal and the
city of Odder, is the longest in Denmark. It was established in
1830 and today the trees are protected for the future.
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7. The Odder-Hov railway line
In 1882 a decision was made about establishing a railway
service from Aarhus to Odder and onward to Hov. The bicycle
route from Odder to Hov roughly follows the same course as
the former railway.
8. Rodsteenseje Manor
The listed manor house at Rodsteenseje was built in 1681 but it
has been rebuilt several times. The manor itself is private.
9. Fru Møllers Mølleri
At Fru Møllers Mølleri you can combine the gastronomic
experiences at the farm’s renowned restaurant with a visit to
the open farm and shopping in the farm shops.
10. Over Randlev village, vicarage, and church
In the village centre, you find the small Romanesque ashlar
church built in 1125. The large half-timbered buildings of the
vicarage typify the East Jutlandic vicarages of the 1700s. From
1794 to 1823, Niels Blicher served as vicar at Randlev Church.
His son, renowned author Steen Steensen Blicher, was tenant
at the vicarage with his father from 1811-1819.
11. Hov
Once, Hov consisted of only two houses at a fishing hamlet.
Today, it is a charming port with ferry berth, marina,
businesses, restaurants, and a habour café. North of the ferry
berth, you find the best beach in town. South of the town,
the marina is located. The history of Hov is closely linked to
shipping and fishing. The town development gathered speed
when the harbour was established in 1881, and the railway
service was set up in 1883. At the harbour, there is a ferry link
to the islands of Samsø and Tunø.
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12. Tunø
You have the option of leaving the route and instead jump
on the ferry to the island of Tunø. The island is car-free and
is therefore particularly bicycle-friendly for bike-riders of all
ages. Here you find a unique village environment, amazing
nature, and plenty of opportunities for activities and for
staying overnight.
13. Gersdorffslund Estate and the castle mounds of Bjørnkær
The Gerdorffslund Estate is private. The Neoclassical manor
house was built in 1856. Only 700 m/0.44 miles from
Gerdorffslund, a strong fortress was located during the Middle
Ages. The castle does not exist any longer, but you can still see
the ramparts and the foundations of a fortress tower.
14. The forest of Ravnskoven
In the Ravnskoven the raven breeds in the tall beech trees, and
the Burgundy snails enjoy the humid climate. A few meters
down the forest road, the only passage grave in the Odder
area is found – a dolmen chamber made of enormous granite
boulders erected 4,000 years ago.
15. The cresset stone in Fensten Sønderskov
The route takes you onward to Søby and the forest of Fensten
Sønderskov where you can find the cresset stone in the ditch
on the left side of the road. This stone alter is a stone the size of
a man with approximately 40 cup marks on the top side. The
marks are conceived as signs of fertility.
16. Gylling
The route ends in Gylling, a particularly authentic village
with a church, a vicarage, and a mill. You can read more about
Gylling under route 4.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Fru Møllers Mølleri
Café Skuden Hou
Caféen Hou Havn
Café Pakhuset
Montra Odder Parkhotel
Odder Golfcafé
Café Pakhuset
Tunø Røgeri
See

frumollersmolleri.dk
cafeskuden.dk
cafeenhouhavn.dk
pakhuset-odder.dk
ophotel.dk
odder-golfcafe.dk
pakhuset-odder.dk
tunoroegeri.dk
visitodder.dk

Museums and galleries
See

visitodder.dk

Camping grounds
Hou Strandcamping
Odder Strand Camping

houstrandcamping.dk
odderstrandcamping.dk

Nature camps
Forriddergården
See

Transportation
Trains / Buses
Ferry Hou – Samsø
Tunøfærgen

+45 21 78 27 60
+45 86 55 08 00
+45 86 55 71 71
+45 87 80 33 86
+ 45 86 54 47 44
+45 86 54 54 51
+45 86 54 10 17
+45 21 44 99 09
+45 61 72 45 80

+45 86 55 61 62
+45 86 53 63 06

+45 86 53 12 80
udinaturen.dk
visitodder.dk

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
tilsamsoe.dk
tunoefaergen.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
Buy fishing licenses
Other links
Stormgården Håndbryg
Vandhalla Swimming Pool

+45 70 22 59 00
+45 30 86 36 27

visitodder.dk
fisketegn.dk

stormgaarden.dk
vandhalla.dk

+45 93 93 39 31
+45 87 81 79 00
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On this route, you get very close to the inlet
of Horsens Fjord. You can experience the
headland Gyllingnæs, and you ride your bike
along salt marshes with many rare species of
plants and animals as well as a rich birdlife.
The route follows the embankment to the
island of Alrø. At the village of Torrild, the
route is characterized by a stunning, hilly
glacial till landscape.

Gylling – Torrild

Route 4

1. Gylling church, vicarage, and village
The village of Gylling was rather large already in the first part
of the 1800s. There is a special village environment with a
brook, bridges, and lime trees. Several of the town houses in
the village are well-preserved. At Østergade, Gylling Mill is
situated. Here you can find a piece of the story-telling artwork
To på Tur/Two on Tour. A distinctive feature of Gylling Church
is the so-called stilted tower which has a tall, round arch
spanning the opening. The oldest parts of the Romanesque
church, the nave and the chancel, were built in the late 1100s.
The church porch and the tower date back to the 1500s. In the
porch, a rune stone from the Viking Age (approx. 900 AD) has
been erected. The vicarage is an exceptionally beautiful and
well-preserved half-timbered farm building with appurtenant
wooden outbuildings. The area is protected and the buildings
surrounding the vicarage are listed.
2. Gyllingnæs
At the headland Gyllingnæs, you can experience vast stretches
of forest and untouched beaches. The outermost part of
Gyllingnæs falls under the Gyllingnæs Manor. The manor
house is not open for the public, but it is permitted to walk
along the coastline and bike riders and pedestrians are allowed
on the forest roads. A trip all the way around the headland
takes approximately 3-4 hours. There is a rich birdlife along the
coast. In the forests, you can see the flower called early-purple
orchid, among other things, and there are old oak trees and
well-preserved farmhand houses.
3. The warehouse in Amstrup
The route leads you through the small village of Amstrup.
To the west, slightly off the route, the former warehouse is
situated. It was built in 1854 by the two merchants Lisbjerg
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and Ree from Aarhus. Later, the warehouse has been used as
a women’s prison, and today the building is privately owned.
When it functioned as a warehouse, grain was stored which
could be freighted by boat from the nearby landing to the
hinterland. Grain was a very important commodity at the time.
4. The island and village of Alrø
The island of Alrø is 7 km/4.3 miles long and 5 km/3.1 miles
wide, and the highest point is only 15 m/50 feet above sea level.
On the island, you can find eateries, interesting farm shops and
road stalls. The island was connected to the mainland in 1931
when the embankment going to the island was constructed. Up
till then, people had made use of the 1000 m/0.62 miles long
shoal to Gyllingnæs as a crossing or used the boatman’s small
barge. The village of Alrø is situated in the middle of the island.
Here you find the church, the old smithy, the original school,
and the vicarage, among other things. A row of old farmhand
houses is also found here. Buildings made of boulders are
a distinctive feature for the island. The pretty little church
without a tower is built with whitewashed boulders.
5. The steamboat pier
The steamboat pier is a jetty made from the distinctive
boulders. It is situated at Egehoved at the south-westerly end of
the island and was established in 1898. During shorter periods,
the bicycle ferry Gitte Marie operates. See visitodder.com
6. Sondrup Plantation and Uldrup Hills
This leg of the route passes Sondrup Plantation and Uldrup
Hills which are located west of the route. If you take this
detour, you will experience an exceptionally scenic and
varied landscape. The nature area is protected and offers
forests, meadows, beaches, and hills. There is a rich and
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varied vegetation and wildlife. About 450 plant species are
registered in the area. Why not hop off you bike and climb
the hills of Traphøj or Blakshøj which are both elevated burial
mounds from the Bronze Age. The top of Blakhøj is located
74 meters/248.8 feet above sea level, and from here you have
an amazing view of the inlet of Horsens Fjord. At Sondrup
Beach, you can experience cliff formations measuring up to 10
meters/32.8 feet in height. In the middle of the inlet to the west,
the small island of Vorsø is situated. Here Denmark’s second
largest colony of the great black cormorant lives.
7. The village of Ålstrup
A distinctive feature for the village of Ålstrup is that the fields
in some places go all the way to the village road called Bygaden.
The structure of the buildings and the course of the roads
have remained almost unchanged for 200 years. The small
houses have held a grocer’s, a cooper shop, a clog maker, and
a boys’ school. There have also been a cold store, waterworks,
and a transformer station. All places have been established as
cooperatives.
8. Åkjær Manor
The Åkjær Manor is not open for the public but the vast
manorial landscape of the estate and the numerous beautiful
buildings can be seen from the bicycle route which, among
other things, passes right by the manor house. The threewinged manor house was established in the 1600s. Its present
appearance is the result of a rebuilding in the early 1700s.
Åkjær Estate is one of Denmark’s largest farms.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Alrø Traktørsted
Café Alrø
Møllegården på Alrø
Se også
Museums and galleries
See

eventyrskov.dk
udinaturen.dk
visitodder.dk

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
visitodder.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
Buy fishing licenses
Other links
See
Holtgård Gårdbutik
Angorafarmen

+45 28 96 10 28
+45 22 11 03 38
+45 86 55 20 83
+45 61 72 45 80

visitodder.dk

Nature camps
Eventyrskoven
See

Transportation
Trains / Buses
Ferry for bicycles

alrøtraktørsted.dk
cafealroe.dk
grisestalden.dk
visitodder.dk

+45 31 50 96 22

+45 61 72 45 80

visitodder.dk
fisketegn.dk

visithorsens.dk
holtgaard.dk
angorafarmen.dk

+45 75 60 21 20
+45 86 55 14 31
+45 26 83 62 17
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Illerup

Torrild – Alken

ALKEN
14

The route visits tiny villages, a state-of-the-art dairy and
some stunning vantage points overlooking the Danish
Uplands. You will meet traces of the area’s monasteries,
while the welfare of modern life appears at one of the
most beautifully situated golf courses. When riding
your bike along the shores of Lake Mossø, you arrive at
one of the most famous archeological sites, the wetlands
of Alken Enge.
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1. Eventyrskoven in Torrild
When you arrive at the village of Torrild, the route bends
sharply heading left on Krogstrupvej. Here you can choose
to get off your bicycle and visit Eventyrskoven – meaning
Fairytale Forest – where the witch, the troll, and the pixie live.
Here you find a sense path, an adventure forest, motor skill
challenges, and a nature playground. There are also picnic
facilities, shelters, and campsite. An entrance fee is charged.
2. Torrild village and church
The area surrounding the original village centre by the church
comprises a well-preserved unit including church, vicarage,
village hall, and the former school building. From its location in
the village centre, Torrild Church, which is a typical medieval
church built around the year 1200, is visible from all corners
of the world. Between the church and the vicarage, you can
experience a piece of the art work To på Tur/Two on Tour. The
dairy building was established in 1913 and it is a distinctive
building where the original facades are still intact.
3. Gjesing
The village of Gjesing developed in the wake of the
establishment of the dairy by the Tholstrup family in 1893.
They started the production of their now world-renowned
brand of mould cheese. Today, the dairy Gjesing Mejeri is
owned by Arla Foods. The mould cheeses are still produced,
among others the Blue Castello which is exported to large parts
of the world.
4. Herschendsgave Manor
Via Gl. Gjesing you pass by Herschendsgave Manor. The
beautiful main building was built in 1868, and it is a
luxurious construction built in the Classical style with a tower
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and a tall spire and designed by engineer J.C. Clausen from
Horsens. The manor is private area but it is perfectly okay to
take a look at the beautiful main building from the gateway.
Herschendsgave is a former cavalry estate and crown land. In
1767 counsellor of the Chamber of Exchequer Peder Herschend
bought the place. He descended from common peasants in the
village of Herskind but he set his mind to becoming a lord.
5. Beautiful views and Ringkloster School
The route offers varied farming land with large fields, meadow
and forest. Why not get off your bicycle and enjoy the view at
Nissumgård. The small house at Ringklostervej 7 is the former
Ringkloster School. Enjoy the view of the town and lake of
Skanderborg to the north-west.
6. The Convent of Ring
The route passes the site where the Convent of Ring was once
situated. The convent, home to a community of Benedictine
nuns, was established in the 1100s and closed down in 1536,
but the history of the convent is known due to archeological
excavations. Today, two large barns owned by the Danish
Nature Agency are situated on the site. The beautiful barn
built with half-timbering was originally a grain barn. The
barns were built in the period from 1750 to 1800, among other
things, from building materials from the original convent
and the appurtenant church. In the wall of the private home,
reminiscences of the convent can be seen. It is a so-called
tympanum which allegedly originates from the convent’s
church. Please, be aware that the home and the lot are private
areas, but visitors are welcome to walk on the grass by the
barns. At the gate leading to the barn built with boulders, you
can see the convent’s original ground plan.
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7. Vantage point at Fårbjerg
Don’t cheat yourself out of a tiny detour on Fårbjergvej.
Opposite the rest area, there is access to the vantage point called
Fårbjerg, situated on the top of a burial mound. If you need to
stock up, you can continue on Fårbjergvej for approximately 1.5
km/0.9 mile until you reach the village of Hylke.
8. Hylke Beach
On your way back, and just before you reach the golf club, a
gravel road takes you down to Hylke Beach. Here many of the
locals go swimming both in the summer and in the winter.
9. Skanderborg Golf Club
Are you into golf, then the obvious choice would be to make a
stopover at the Skanderborg Golf Club. They offer Pay & Play,
and you can rent equipment.
10. Tåning at Ejer Bavnehøj
Tåning is a charming little village with crooked streets. You
will see the old dairy which has been beautifully renovated
and converted into a place for overnight accommodation. If
you want to try your strength against climbing hills, then Ejer
Bavnehøj is located only 5 km/3.1 miles away. Here the path
ascends from 51 m/167.3 feet to 170.35 m/558.9 feet above
sea level. Near Ejer Bavnehøj, a path leads to the hill called
Møllehøj which is considered the highest point in Denmark,
located 170.86 m/560.6 feet above sea level.
11. Fuldbro Mill – a ford through centuries
Fuldbro Mill is situated by the busy road called Vroldvej
which crosses Tåning Creek. At this place, many canoeists and
kayakers carry their boats across the road. Fuldbro Mill is a
former watermill and the installation at the bridge functions
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as a lock used for regulating the water level in the lakes. As
early as in the 1300s, the Danish king Valdemar IV Atterdag
established a watermill at this site, and remnants of a paved
ford from the 600s has been found.
12. Mossøbrå and Lake Mossø
Lake Mossø is Denmark’s fourth largest lake. You can fish and
swim at Mossøbrå where you will also find tables and benches.
The narrow road following the lakeshore passes close by
houses, farms, and summer houses. Please, use the public access
points when going down to the lake.
13. Alken Enge – warriors sacrificed in Offermosen
Behind the parking lot at Vædebro, you find the wetlands of
Alken Enge. Here archeological excavations have revealed
human bones and remains of weapons. Analyses have shown
that for several hundreds of years during the Iron Age, Alken
Enge served as a sacrificial site. Here post-war rituals took place
where fallen warriors, animals, and weapons were thrown
into the lake of Offermosen. The excavation sites are no longer
there, but you can find lots of information on posters as well as
digitally. At Museum Skanderborg, the exciting story about the
excavations is communicated, and this can be supplemented
with exhibitions at the Moesgård Museum near Aarhus. At the
site, you can also try the app Digitale Tråde. The packed lunch
house has an exhibition on the history of Lake Mossø. In the
packed lunch house, you can also find a long table, benches, and
a toilet.
14. Alken
In the village of Alken, you find shopping facilities and a train
service. You can read more about Alken and the possibilities
you find there under route 6.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Skanderborg Park
Hotel Skanderborghus
Danhostel Skanderborg
Skanderborg Golf Klub
Restaurant Vestermølle
See

skanderborgpark.dk
hotelskanderborghus.dk
skanderborg-danhostel.dk
skanderborg-golfklub.dk
restaurantvestermolle.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 89 93 33 10
+45 86 52 09 55
+45 86 51 19 66
+45 86 53 86 88
+45 86 52 20 00
+45 86 69 66 00

Camping grounds
Skanderborg Sø Camping

campingskanderborg.dk

+45 86 51 13 11

Nature camps
eventyrskoven.dk
Shelter at Eventyrskoven
overnatidetfri@gmail.com
Nature camp at Båstrup
udinaturen.dk and visitskanderborg.dk
See

+45 31 50 96 22
+45 86 53 81 43

Transportation
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
Trains / Buses
dagmar-skanderborg.dk
Excursions with
M/S Dagmar on Skanderborg Lake
Canoe rentals
Ry Kanofart
Angling and fishing licenses
See
Other links
Museum Skanderborg
Kulturhistorisk opslagsværk
Vestermølle
Other museums and galleries

kanoferie.dk

+45 86 89 11 67

visitskanderborg.dk

museumskanderborg.dk
skanderborgleksikon.dk
vestermollelaug.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 86 52 24 99
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Himmelbjerget

Route 6

Alken – Ry

RY

This route offers local attractions, each of which has
an exciting history. Øm Abbey, St. Søren’s Holy Spring,
and St. Søren’s Church are all located along the route
and bear witness to monks, wealth, and a position of
power. The route runs through a hilly landscape with
fields, forests, and stunning views of Lake Mossø. The
route crosses the river of Gudenåen, and the famous hill
Himmelbjerget is only a short detour away.
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1. Alken
The train stops in Alken, a tiny railway town which has lots
of initiatives at its disposal. The old dairy now functions as a
village hall called Mejeriet. In the 70s, the village had a factory
that produced the happy and funny little figures with springs
called Hoptimists. The grocery shop is a new addition to
Mejeriet and it is created and managed by the locals. The shop
is open when people are home after work or school. Here you
find good, local products, a café, events, and a Russian oven
where you can keep warm in the winter.
2. Johannesminde
Right outside the tiny village of Boes, you see the signpost
directing you to the farm shop at the organic farm
Johannesminde. It is a small detour from the route of
approximately 800 m/0.5 miles on Boesvej. Here free-range
pigs running in the fields bid you welcome. Visit the shop that
sells meat, cheese, and ice cream.
3. Boes
The best way to experience the village of Boes is not to hurry
past it. Therefore, gear down your bicycle or simply jump off
and take a stroll. The thatched houses are closely situated in the
village, and there are lovely gardens and an occasional stand
by the road. Around the year 1800, several of the houses were
built with beautiful half-timbering made from oak wood.
4. Munkekanalen
Between Boes and Emborg, you can find several spots with
an amazing view of Lake Mossø. Close to Emborg, you find an
ancient canal called Munkekanalen. The site is marked with an
informationboard. Munkekanalen was dug by the monks at the
Øm Abbey. Originally, the canal connected Lake Gudensø with
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Lake Mossø at the narrowest part of the mainland. The canal
was used for carrying goods and materials. At the time, this
was the easiest way of transporting goods.
5. Øm Abbey – ruin park, convent garden, and museum
Monks of the Cistercian Order arrived at Øm on a spring day
in 1172. At the abbey, the monks built, produced, and traded
for almost 400 years. They also practiced medicine, managed a
nursing home, and taught. After the Reformation, the buildings
were torn down in 1561. The many visible remains of large
medieval bricks used for the foundation makes it easy for
visitors to sense the grandeur of the abbey. Five well-preserved
medieval graves are on display, and you can enjoy the convent
garden, the brewer’s garden, and the abbey museum. The small
museum shop offers both books, museum replicas, and delightful Klosterbryg beers. Opposite the museum, you find the
small nursery garden, Det Lille Gartneri, that sells plants, arts
and crafts as well as light refreshments.
6. Emborg Bridge
Between Øm Abbey and the village of Gammel Rye, the route
crosses Emborg Bridge that passes over the waters of the
Gudenå. Here you find a landing stage, barbeque areas, and a
bonfire hut, and it is an obvious place to take a break. Here you
can get really close to Denmark’s longest watercourse and only
river. The Gudenå has its source in Tørring and its outfall in the
inlet of Randers Fjord.
7. Gammel Rye and St. Søren’s Holy Spring
Gammel Rye is beautifully located in the landscape surrounded
by forests and heather clad hills. You find a grocery store, the
large St. Søren’s Church, a school, a hotel, a restaurant and a
gallery with a sculpture garden. At the grocery store, you can
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turn off towards St. Søren’s Holy Spring which is marked at
a small stone structure built in the forest. During the Middle
Ages, the springs in Gl. Rye was renowned far beyond the
country’s borders for its healing powers. Thousands made a
pilgrimage to the springs and the large spring fairs that were
held in the village. This created prosperity for the village and
the church.
8. Gammel Rye Mill
Located high in the village is a beautiful Dutch windmill
from 1872 where a museum has been established. Visitors
can experience the original layout of both the mill and the
sawmill. In the appurtenant rooms, the history of the region’s
production of glass and wooden shoes called clogs is told,
as well as the stories of the airstrip and the refugee camps
during the Second World War. A short walk from the mill,
you find Galgebakken, the old gallows hill. From 1560 to 1687,
Gammel Rye served as a thingstead which was the assembly
place for one of the law courts of the time. At the gallows hill,
the verdicts could be executed very quickly. Today, it is safe
to climb the hill. There is no longer a gallows but you find a
beautiful view of the protected moorland. Follow the signs
from the Mill Museum.
9. St. Søren’s Church
The church is situated on the hilltop in the northern part of
Gammel Rye. It has had a volatile history. The church has been
considerably bigger than its present size. In the 1400s, the two
parts of the church made up one interconnected building with
two large semitransepts filling out the present gap between
the nave and the tower. At the time, the church benefitted
from the wealth of the village and its own status as pilgrimage
church. After the Reformation, the buildings started to fall into
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disrepair, and the transept and the tower were pulled down.
The present tower is designed by the Danish architect Hack
Kampmann and built in 1912. It is situated where the original
tower used to be.
The church has been the center of dramatic events. In 1534,
it was the setting for an election of a king when Christian,
Duke of Schleswig and Holsten, was elected king of Denmark
and Norway and given the name King Christian III. He was
a protestant and a zealous campaigner for a break with the
Roman Catholic church. After his accession, the Roman
Catholic church lost its power in Denmark.
10. Himmelbjerget
There is approximately 4 km/2.5 miles to the hill of
Himmelbjerget from Gammel Rye. Apart from offering a
breathtaking view of Lake Julsø and the surrounding forests,
you find a delightful playground, restaurants, kiosks, and
toilets. It was at Himmelbjerget, the Danish author and poet
Steen Steensen Blicher in 1839 started to arrange popular
meetings with several thousand attendees. Today, many people
visit the hill on the Danish Constitution Day, Grundlovsdag,
on June 5. The Himmelbjerg Tower was erected in 1875 to
commemorate King Frederik VII who gave the Danish people
its free constitution. The tower was designed by the Danish
architect L. P. Fenger.
11. Ry
A cycling path runs between Gammel Rye and Ry. Along the
road are the large forests which abut the river of Gudenåen and
the lakes around Ry. In Ry, you find train service to Silkeborg,
Alken, Skanderborg, and Aarhus. Read more about the
experiences in Ry under route 7.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Gl. Rye Kro
Hotel Lyngdal
Hotel Himmelbjerget
Hotel Ry
See
Camping grounds
Holmens Camping
Birkhede Camping
Nature camps
Ryekol Teltplads
See

Transportation
Trains / Buses

glryekro.dk
lyngdal-hotel.dk
hotel-himmelbjerget.dk
hotelry.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 86 89 80 42
+45 86 89 82 69
+45 86 89 80 45
+45 70 87 89 27
+45 86 69 66 00

holmenscamping.dk
birkhede.dk

+45 86 89 17 62
+45 86 89 13 55

ryekol@spejder.dk
udinaturen.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 40 42 29 32

midttrafik.dk and rejseplanen.dk

Angling and fishing license
See
Canoe rentals
Ry Kanofart
Birkhede Camping
Other links
Museum Skanderborg
Kulturhistorisk opslagsværk
Creative Spaces
Other museums and galleries

visitskanderborg.dk

kanoferie.dk
birkhede.dk

+45 86 89 11 67
+45 86 89 13 55

museumskanderborg.dk
skanderborgleksikon.dk
creativespaces-fm.com
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 86 52 24 99
+45 40 21 65 94
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Route distance

2

Låsby

32 km

3

This is a long and hilly route, so make sure you
allow time for it. In return for your efforts,
you will experience exciting culture, historical
sites, beautiful manors, imposing industry, and
breathtaking views. You can stock up in Ry,
Galten or Hammel, alternatively remember your
packed lunch.

Ry – Pøt Mølle
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1. Ry
The town of Ry is fringed with the lakes of the river of
Gudenåen, and it offers an abundance of experiences including
sailing, cafés, and specialty shops. The town’s many creative
citizens and artists impact the town with cultural activities.
From Kyhnsvej you can catch a glimpse of Himmelbjerget. At
the folk high school, Ry Højskole, thousands of young people
have drawn inspiration, culture, and good manners since 1892.
The town of Ry developed when the railway arrived and
tourism began in the late 1800s. To begin with, the locality was
just a landing place and a passage across the Gudenå at the dam
bridge and Ry Mill. The watermill has been in operation since
the 1300s. Previously, the dam’s eel weir provided a steady
income stream used for maintenance of the bridge. It is the
only eel weir with a royal privilege in Denmark. At Ry Marina,
the museum ship called Gammel Turisten, the excursion boats,
and the ultra-sustainable solar boat Solbåden give you the
option of sailing to the base of Himmelbjerget. The Freshwater
Museum displays the life in and at the waters of the Gudenå.
2. Knudhule
Knudhule Beach at Lake Knudsø is the area’s largest place to
go swimming. It has been Blue Flag-certified several times.
Many people sail and surf on Lake Knudsø, and all year round,
lots of people take walks here and combine it with a visit to
the restaurant at Knudhule Badehotel. Here you can choose to
camp, stay at the hotel or in a cabin. You can also ride on and
spend the night at the shelter in the forest of Skæggeskov.
3. Javngyde
This small village oozes peace and quiet, and it lies in the lee of
the hills close to Lake Ravnsø. A steep gradient from Javngyde
towards Nørre Vissing leads to a rest area where you must get
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off your bike and enjoy the view over the forests towards Lake
Ravnsø. Here you can sense how the ice and floods of the Ice
Age shaped this amazing landscape.
4. Nørre Vissing
You eat and sleep well at Nørre Vissing Kro. And it has been
like that since 1801 when the inn was built. Here travelers
could get food and shelter for the night while the horses were
stabled in the barn. The inn was even granted royal privilege.
5. Sophiendal Manor and Veng Abbey Church
A detour from the route of 2.5 km/1.5 miles from Nørre Vissing
on Låsbyvej takes you to the Sophiendal Manor. Here you find
a castle hotel, a restaurant, a farm and more. The Sophiendal
Manor was built in the 1800s at the site where the buildings of
the former Veng Abbey were located. A short distance off, you
find Veng Klosterkirke which is Denmark’s oldest preserved
abbey church. It was built way back in the 11th century and
was part of the original abbey complex which was home to a
community of Benedictine monks.
6. Vantage point at Ryvej
Riding towards Høver and Galten, you have a view of vast open
spaces and to the north-east, you can see the city of Aarhus in
the distance. Get off your bike and enjoy the view.
7. Grain silos and modern farming
The route runs through the village of Høver with its lovely,
crooked streets. Once, the village had a shop, a school, and a
smithy. Close to Galten and the bridge crossing the motorway
to Herning, you pass Danish Agro with the enormous buildings
and silos for feed and grain. Here grain and feed to and from
farms all over the world are stored and cultivated.
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8. Galten Town Square
Galten Town Square was once a train station for the railway line
Hammelbanen from 1902 to 1956. The station building still stands
at the address across from the town library. The town square
is the town center and meeting place. You can watch a movie
at the charming little movie theater BioHuset, go to the library,
go shopping or get something to eat. The roofed urban space is
a fine example of architectural innovation where parking lots
are replaced by new types of recreational meeting places in the
town. The railway tracks are long gone and in places the track
bed is being used for a path system through the town for cyclists
and pedestrians. Scattered around the town of Galten, you can
find sculptures, decorations, and artwork.
9. Galten Church
The church was built in 1880, and in 2014 it was given a facelift
both artistically and architecturally. The artist Peter Brandes
has created the church’s triptych, altar carpet and the ten
stained glass windows. Besides this, the architect Jane Havshøj
has designed the lamps and chairs by the baptismal font. In
co-operation with the architect, the artist Maja Lisa Engelhart
is responsible for the colour scheme used on the church
furniture. See the church website for opening hours.
10. Lyngbygård River Valley
Between Galten and the village of Sjelle, you cross the stream
of Lyngbygård Å. In 2008, the natural windings of the river
valley were recreated following a large-scale nature restoration
project where draining, pumping station and straight canals
were discontinued. Good path systems have been established
enabling you to get very close to the stream.
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11. Wedelslund Estate
At the end of the gravel road, partly hidden by the forests, you
find the Wedelslund Estate. The oldest buildings date back to
the mid-17th century. The estate is privately owned. Barns
and stables create the setting for, among other things, the
Wedelslund Gods Car Club which arranges an annual Classic
Car show at Wedelslund Estate on the Danish Constitution Day
on June 5.
12. Sjelle
The village of Sjelle stretches out and meanders along the road
of Voldbyvej. The beautiful, located high church has a small
garden with benches by the road. In the church porch, you
find a large rune stone displaying a depiction of a mask. The
inscription on the stone is interpreted in this way: “Frøsten
placed this stone in memory of Gyrd, his comrade, Sigvalde’s
brother; …” From Sjelle there is a cycling path to the village
of Herskind, where the grocery shop, among other things,
sells local products such as milk and bread from Hertha. In
Hertha Village Community, village residents live together
with mentally challenged adults in a spirit of rewarding and
inclusive neighbourliness.
13. Herskind Sawmill
On Lyngballevej, you pass right by a sawmill where massive
logs impress the passers-by. It is an active business, so please do
not enter the site.
14. Frijsenborg’s avenues
The route runs through varying types of forestry and farming
land which is also characteristic of the nearness to the manorial
landscape surrounding the Frijsenborg Castle. On Fuglsangvej,
beautiful roadside trees adorn the classic avenue. On several
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of the roads in the environs of the castle, you can experience
these beautifully designed avenues. The big, red barn by the
road marks that you have reached the Frijsenborg Castle.
15. Frijsenborg Castle
The Frijsenborg Castle is a privately-owned estate and is
not open to the public. The castle itself was built in the
1860s, and it is a beautiful example of the so-called Danish
Rosenborg style which was inspired by the Dutch Renaissance
style. Gables with sweeping lines, window frames made of
sandstone, and towers with copper spires were some of the
distinguishing features of this style. The estate once comprised
one of Denmark’s largest counties. Today, the estate operates
a modern farm and forestry. Among other things, it is one of
the country’s largest producers of cut greenery. Occasionally,
concerts and other events are held in the historical
surroundings of the castle.
16. Hammel
In Hammel you have plenty of possibilities for shopping in
the numerous stores selling handicraft products, services, and
groceries. Here you can also find a bicycle shop. You can visit
the golf club, the movie theater, and the public swimming
pool. In Hammel, the cultural center called Inside houses the
town library, the archives of local history, a bowling center,
a gallery, and a café and restaurant. There is also an excellent
outdoor area with climbable play sculptures and possibilities
for different activities.
17. Pøt Mølle
The route ends at Pøt Mølle. It is a beautiful and inviting place
with a restaurant, a mill pond, and delightful forest paths. Read
more about Pøt Mølle under route 8.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Hotel Ry
Knudhule Badehotel
Restaurant Himmelbjerget
Tulstrup Kro
Nørre Vissing Kro
Sophiendal Restaurant
Pøt Mølle
See
Camping grounds
Holmens Camping
Birkhede Camping
Nature camps
Skovhytten
Nature camp at Skæggeskov
See

hotelry.dk
knudhule.dk
hotel-himmelbjerget.dk
tulstrupkro.dk
nr-vissing-kro.dk
slotshotel.dk
poetmoelle.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

+45 70 87 89 27
+45 86 89 14 07
+45 86 89 80 45
+45 86 89 14 47
+45 86 94 37 16
+45 86 94 47 88
+45 86 96 51 00
+45 86 69 66 00

holmenscamping.dk
birkhede.dk

+45 86 89 17 62
+45 86 89 13 55

skovhytten-siimskov.dk
natur-ligvis.dk
udinaturen.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

Transportation
midttrafik.dk and rejseplanen.dk
Traims / Buses
hjejlen.com
A/S Hjejlen
museumskanderborg.dk
Museumsskibet Turisten
solbaaden.dk
Solbåden
kanoferie.dk
Ry Kanofart
Angling and fishing license
Put & Take
See
Other links
The Trail at Lyngbydal Å
Frijsenborg Slot
Wedelslundgods

holmenscamping.dk
visitskanderborg.dk

spor.dk
de5gaarde.dk
wedelslundgods.dk

+45 24 83 36 80

+45 86 82 07 66
+45 86 52 24 99
+45 61 18 67 90
+45 86 89 11 67

+45 86 89 17 62

+45 86 28 74 65
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Pøt Mølle – Gudenåen

8

The landscape of the Gudenå and the Granslev River Valley
are followed by farm land and open spaces. You ride in forest,
along moorland, wetland, and fields which, in many places,
abut the narrow roads. You will encounter villages and
charming local communities. Only in the village of Thorsø,
do you find a grocery store, so don’t forget to bring food and
beverages for the road. Enjoy the richness of the landscape, its
variety and a tranquility that makes you slow down.
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1. Pøt Mølle
At a clearing in the forests of Frijsenborgskovene, in the hilly
terrain at the Granslev River Valley, you find Pøt Mølle –
Frijsenborg Slotskro, a former watermill turned inn, beautifully
situated by the mill lake. Here you can enjoy a lovely stay in
some of Denmark’s most beautiful nature.
2. Granslev River Valley
The stream that flows into the lake at Pøt Mølle is Granslev Å.
Granslev Å is naturally a very valuable water course. Many
smaller creeks with clean water empty into the stream. The
river valley is among the best habitats for insects and trouts in
Denmark.
3. Marsk Stig’s Spring
You can follow the path from the route along the river valley
towards Marks Stig’s Spring. Legend has it that the Danish
nobleman Marsk Stig had a rest in this place along with his
accomplices after the murder of the Danish King Erik V
Klipping in a barn in Finderup in 1286.
4. Gjernbanestien
You cross the former railway line ”Gjernbanen”, which runs
from the village of Resenbro near Silkeborg, through the village
of Thorsø, to the village of Laurbjerg. It is a nice, paved bicycle
route.
5. Thorsø
If you need refreshments, you can make a short detour from
the route to the village of Thorsø. Here you find beautiful
natural spots as well as art, among other things, brand new
light art installations by the artist Jette Hye Jin Mortensen.
They were established in 2016 and 2017.
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6. Aidt
The route goes through the charming village of Aidt, where
fields with grazing livestock abut to the village limits. People
have lived here since antiquity. In the area around Aidt,
numerous settlements and valuable archeological findings have
been excavated. Aidt Church is the landmark of the village, in
full view due to its elevated location.
7. Ancient monuments in the landscape towards Gudenåen
The northbound road, between Gudenåen and the village of
Borridsø, meanders through the beautiful terrain alternating
between moorland, wetland, forest, and fields. In the forests of
Tislund Skov and Kirkeskov, there are eight protected round
barrows dating from antiquity.
8. Gerning Church
The houses of the village of Gerning are located along the road.
Behind Gerning Church, you can find a piece of granite ashlar
in chessboard pattern built into the wall of the church porch.
9. View towards the Gudenå River Valley
No matter if you climb the steep hill from the north or you
come from Gerning, you should get off your bike and enjoy the
view from this vantage point.
10. Gudenåen at Bjerringbro and Ulstrup
At the point where Kulturringen – Culture by Bike meets
Hagenstrupvej close to Gudenåen, this route reaches its end.
Here you have 5 km/3.1 miles to the town of Ulstrup and 3
km/1.9 miles to the town of Bjerringbro. In Bjerringbro, you
find several eateries, shopping opportunities and places to
spend the night. Both towns offer train service. Read more
about Ulstrup under route 9.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Pøt Mølle
Pramdragerhuset apartments

poetmoelle.dk
pramdragerhuset.dk

+45 86 96 51 00
+45 22 45 73 34

Camping grounds
Bamsebo Camping

bamsebo.dk

+45 86 46 34 27

Nature camps
Nature camp in Sall
See

udinaturen.dk

Transportation
Trains / Buses

+45 86 77 06 84

midttrafik.dk
arriva.dk and rejseplanen.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
Visit Gudenåen
Buy fishing licenses

visitgudenaaen.dk
fisketegn.dk

Canoe rentals
Visit Gudenåen
Outdoor Bjerringbro

visitgudenaaen.dk
natouren.dk

+45 30 28 00 48

Other links
Experience Gudenåen
Hammel
Thorsø
Viktualia Farm Shop i Sall
Museums and galleries

oplevgudenaa.dk
hammelhandel.dk
thorsoe-hb.dk
viktualia.dk
oplev.favrskov.dk

+45 26 84 11 30
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LAURBJERG

Gudenåen - Laurbjerg
On this route, you will get very close to the river of
Gudenåen and the many natural and cultural
experiences associated with it. You can get to know more
about the bargemen and their stories. The route reaches
station towns, goes through beautiful villages, and
climbs steep hills.
Route distance
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1. Gudenåen
Gudenåen is Denmark’s longest and only river. It is 158 km/98
miles long, and it has its source at Tørring, north-west of the
town of Vejle, and its outfall into the inlet of Randers Fjord.
Gudenåen offers a wide range of experiences. From the Middle
Ages and up until today, Gudenåen has played an important
part as fishing waters, means of transportation, power source,
and recreational area. Because of the river’s important features,
communities and industries developed alongside the Gudenå.
This is exemplified by watermills, brickworks, barge service,
paper mill, and hydro power plants. Gudenåen offers all kinds
of fishing from the shore. Both fly-fishing and the children’s
fishing nets are suitable. The water course has been selected
as one of the 10 best waters to fish for salmon in Europe. There
are also fine populations of sea trout, zander, pike, and perch.
Remember to visit fiskekort.dk to get a fishing permit.
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4. The Tow Path
The Tow Path gives you the opportunity to experience the
Gudenå and its rich animal and birdlife up close. Coots, ducks,
herons, geese, kingfishers, swans, lesser spotted woodpeckers,
and many other species live here. You can also hear the reed
warbler, the nightingale, and the common reed bunting in the
summer. You can be fortunate to experience the otter which
also lives here. The Tow Path is protected, and there is only
access for pedestrians. You can get to the path from Bamsebo
Camping, the Ulstrup Marina and the bridge of Åbro close to
the town of Langå. Be aware that in some periods, parts of the
path can be flooded. The Tow Path is 76 km/47.2 miles long, and
it runs from Silkeborg to Randers. Once, bargemen walked on
the path alongside the river, pulling heavily laden barges up
and down the Gudenå. The barging service on the Gudenå goes
far back in time, but it had its heyday in the 1850s, when up to
120 barges carried goods between Silkeborg and Randers.

2. Busbjerg
The hill of Busbjerg is situated east of Ulstrup. You can park
your bicycle at the parking lot by Hagenstrupvej and take a
walk in the beautiful, heather-clad moorland. The Ice Ages
shaped the distinctive hill which is 92 m/301.8 feet high. On a
fine day, you can see all the way to the towns of Randers and
Viborg from the top. Busbjerg is famous for its annual theatrical
productions, Busbjergspillene, which take place outdoors in the
early summer. This tradition began way back in 1945.

5. Ulstrup
The town of Ulstrup is beautifully situated, facing north on a
terrace in the Gudenå River Valley, surrounded by forested
hills. On the north side of the Gudenå, you find Ulstrup Station
where the railway between Viborg and Langå runs. There
is train service to Aarhus and Aalborg. In Ulstrup, you find
several opportunities for shopping and staying the night.

3. Bamsebo
The route passes Bamsebo Camping which is situated right
by the Gudenå. The camping ground offers overnight stays in
cabins or tents. You can also rent a canoe, buy fishing permits,
and get advice on angling.

6. Ulstrup Castle
A little north of Ulstrup, and following the Gudenå, Ulstrup
Castle is situated. The history of the estate goes all the way back
to the 14th century. The main part of the existing buildings
dates back to 1615-17 when Rigsmarsk Jørgen Skeel had a large
four-winged castle built in the Renaissance style. Notice the
interesting portal at the castle’s gateway, made in sandstone
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and plentiful in ornaments. There is public access to the nearest
courtyard. The castle itself is inhabited and therefore off limits.
Events held at the castle are announced on the Castle’s website.
7. Dannebrogpladsen
The recreational area Dannebrogpladsen is beautifully situated
by the Gudenå, and it is a lovely place to make a rest. Here you
find benches where you can enjoy the view over Gudenåen,
Ulstrup Castle and the Tow Path. At the area, there are newly
established shelters, a bonfire area, toilet, and a great nature
playground.
8. Vellev
The village of Vellev is situated on a ridge south of Gudenåen,
in a gently rolling terrain with a stunning view over the
beautiful farm land. Vellev is mentioned for the first time in
1204. At that time, the village was owned by Dronningborg
Castle, but it was later acquired by Frijsenborg Castle. After the
Reformation, the peasants were set free and were no longer
bound to serve the estate owner.
9. Åbro
Åbro is one of the oldest bridges crossing the Gudenå. In the
19th century, this was a boisterous place when the barges
moored, and the bargemen visited the inn of Åbro Kro. The
inn does not exist any longer, but at that time the story goes
that it was never closed. When the bargemen went to bed late
at night, the peasants started to arrive in their wagons from
the south. They were on their way to the market in Randers
and made a stop at the inn to get coffee and aquavit. From the
bridge of Åbro, there is access to the Tow Path.
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10. Langå
The route gets close to Langå which is a beautifully situated
town with good opportunities for shopping and staying the
night. In the culture house, you find a museum with exhibitions
displaying local history. At the church, there is a beautiful rune
stone. From Langå Station, you can easily take the train north,
south or west. There is also a good bus service to Randers
and Aarhus. Therefore, Langå is a great spot to hop on and off
Kulturringen – Culture by Bike.

Practical information

11. Houlbjergbakken
The hill of Houlbjergbakken is a popular exercising spot for
cyclists. The hill has a gradient of more than 6 %. On the stretch
between Åbro and Houlbjerg, there is a difference in elevation
of more than 80 m/262.5 feet.

Camping grounds
Bamsebo Camping
Langå Camping

12. Houlbjerg
Houlbjerg Church, dating back to the 13th century, towers over
the town. The older citizens of Houlbjerg remember how beers
and soft drinks were once produced in the town. There is a
large, green area with several soccer fields, a large playground
and a bonfire cabin, so take a break and stretch your legs.

Transportation
Trains/ Buses

13. Gjernbanestien
Between Houlbjerg and Granslev, you cross Gjernbanestien,
the former railway line turned bicycle route. If you follow this
route southwards, you will encounter Kulturringen – Culture
by Bike at Thorsø. Read more under route 15.
14. Laurbjerg
The route ends in Laurbjerg. Here you find possibilities for
eating, shopping and staying the night. Read more about
Laurbjerg under route 10.
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Eateries/Accommodation
ulstrup.dk
Ulstrup Kro
frularsen.dk
Fru Larsen Hotel and Restaurant
hotellangaakro.dk
Hotel Langå Kro
thefunkyforest.com
B and B: The Funky Forest
langaa-overnatning.dk
Accommodation in Langå
bondesholm.weebly.com
Bondesholm B & B

bamsebo.dk
langaa-camping.dk

Nature camps
See

+45 86 98 14 05

+45 86 46 34 27
+45 86 46 13 02

udinaturen.dk

midttrafik.dk
arriva.dk and rejseplanen.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
Visit Gudenåen

visitgudenaaen.dk

Canoe rentals
Visit Gudenåen
Outdoor Bjerringbro

visitgudenaaen.dk
natouren.dk

Other links
Experience Gudenåen
Visit Gudenåen
Busbjerg Spillene
Langå
Ulstrup Slot
Museums and galleries

+45 86 46 45 77
+45 86 46 83 88
+45 86 46 10 09
+45 28 94 91 92

oplevgudenaa.dk
visitgudenaaen.dk
busbjerg.dk
langaa.dk
ulstrupslot.dk
oplev.favrskov.dk

+45 30 28 00 48

+45 40 74 45 55
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Route 10

Laurbjerg – Clausholm
On this route, Kulturringen – Culture by Bike follows the
stream of Lilleåen between Laurbjerg and Hadsten. You will
pass manors and a watermill, go through towns, large farming
areas and beautiful nature. The route ends at Clausholm Castle,
which is one of the major attractions of Kulturringen.
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1. Laurbjerg
Laurbjerg is a great place to begin or end you ride, with
shopping opportunities, a gourmet restaurant, and options for
staying the night in various price ranges. The former station
town is situated by the forests of Bidstrupskovene and very
close to the stream of Lilleåen. Fru Larsen is a nice hotel with
eight rooms. This little gem is famous for its especially good
cooking and its very special character.

5. Bidstrup Manor
Forest encircles Bidstrup Manor. The main building was built
by General Johan Rantzau the Younger in 1698. Only 50
years later, the main building was described as “rickety and
dilapidated”. The new owner, Councilor of State de Lichtenberg,
implemented an extensive renovation. It was built in the socalled “Jutlandic Baroque style”. Today, the manor is converted
into 6 private apartments.

2. Gjernbanestien
If you want to experience a safe and child-friendly trip going to
Thorsø, then it is possible to ride on the former railway line turned
bicycle route to Thorsø and onwards to Resenbro near Silkeborg.

6. Retroworld
In the village of Lerbjerg, a short detour from the route, you
find Retroworld. It is a Bed & Breakfast which pays tribute to
the 1960s and 1970s. The rooms are furnished to match the
periods. You also have the option of spending the night in a
caravan or in a first-class compartment.

3. Lysnet
Northeast of Laurbjerg, the ridge called Lysnet is situated 131
meter/429.8 feet above sea level. A gravel road suitable for
biking or hiking leads to the top. From here you can enjoy the
beautiful landscape encircled by valleys. To the south, you can
see the stream of Lilleåen. The ridge itself is a moraine hill,
consist-ing of different types of clay, which was formed 45-55
million years ago. The place has been selected as a site for
national geological interest.
4. Lilleåen
The route crosses the stream of Lilleåen which constitutes one
of the larger tributaries of Gudenåen. The stream is 37 km/23
miles long and flows into the Gudenå at Langå. The most productive trout population in Denmark lives here, and you find
both sea trout and river trout. The stream is spawning area
for a large part of these fish. Therefore, the stream of Lilleåen
is a great place for anglers. Remember to visit Fiskekort.dk for
information on getting a fishing license.
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7. Favrskov
Favrskov Manor has a long history that goes back to 1277. At
that time, the manor was owned by the diocese in Aarhus.
From 1736 and up until 1920, Favrskov Manor was a part of the
Frijsenborg County. The present building was built in 1750 and
today, it is privately owned.
8. Hadsten and Modelbane Europa
Hadsten is a larger station town with a wide range of specialty
shops and grocery stores. There are several daily departures
from Hadsten Station towards Aarhus and Randers. You
can visit Modelbane Europa which is large model railway
exhibition displaying grand landscapes and more than 100
train sets. Hadsten also has a movie theater and various
eateries as well as more options for spending the night.
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9. Idræts- og kulturhus Sløjfen
Hadsten’s sports and culture house called Idræts- og Kulturhus
Sløjfen is beautifully located by Lilleåen in the middle of
Hadsten town. The house is the home of the town library and
a café. In front of the culture house, there are smaller courts for
skating, outdoor table tennis, and other street sports.
10. Kollerup Mølle Kro
Right outside Hadsten, the inn of Kollerup Mølle Kro is situated
down by the beautiful mill lake. Kollerup Mill was mentioned
for the first time in 1313. In 1959, the watermill reopened
as an inn. A walk around the beautiful mill lake is to be
recommended.
11. Hadbjerg
Today, the landscape is primarily farm land with vast fields and
spacious views. In the village of Hadbjerg, you encounter the
highest point on the route, so take a rest by the lovely Hadbjerg
Church.
12. Nielstrup Museum
In the village of Nielstrup, you find the Nielstrup Museum. It is
a privately-owned museum located in Tove Tendahl-Hansen’s
private home. For more than a generation, Tove TendahlHansen has collected over 10,000 objects which describe
everyday life in the countryside up until about 1950. Tove
herself gives visitors a guided tour.
13. Clausholm Castle and park
The route ends at Clausholm Castle. Here you can experience
a very elegant Baroque building. The park is open daily all
summer long. The castle is open to the public in July. You can
read more about Clausholm Castle under route 11.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Laurbjerg Bed and Breakfast
Retroworld B&B
Kulturhuset Sløjfen
Restaurant Effesos
Motel Hadsten
Kollerup Mølle Kro
Museums and galleries
See
Nature camps
See
Transportation
Trains / Buses

Canoe rentals
Visit Gudenåen
Other links
Modelbane Europa
Clausholm Slot
Bidstrup Gods
Butik Skovly
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laurbjergbb.dk
retroworld.dk
hadstenkulturhus.dk
effesos.dk
motelhadsten.dk
kollerupmollekro.dk

+45 40 31 20 13
+45 40 44 75 40
+45 89 64 15 85
+45 86 98 30 77
+45 86 91 52 77
+45 86 91 41 50

oplev.favrskov.dk

udinaturen.dk

rejseplanen.dk
arriva.dk
midttrafik.dk

visitgudenaaen.dk

modelbaneeuropa.dk
clausholm.dk
bidstrupgods.dk
butikskovly.dk

+45 86 91 58 22
+45 86 49 16 55
+45 86 46 80 21
+45 29 92 85 95
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Termestrup

Clausholm – Pindstrup

Dagstrup

Karlby

Noble families as Rosenkrantz and Reventlow have
left their mark on this route which passes some of
the grand manors of the two families. You will also
experience small, charming villages with lovely
churches and beautiful stretches with forest and
marsh. If you need to test how fit you are, then
follow the route and climb the hill of Mygindbakke.
Route distance
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1. Clausholm Castle
The route passes right by Clausholm Castle, where the
monumental main building lies surrounded by an impressive
moat and a beautiful Baroque park. The Baroque period’s ideal
of strict symmetry is clearly reflected here. The castle was
built in the 1690s by Count Conrad Reventlow, but remains of
buildings dating back to the 12th century have been found. The
castle has been left largely undisturbed since the 1730s. During
all restoration and modernization processes, preserving original
materials and décor has been kept in view, and therefore the
castle and the park appear very authentic. In the castle’s chapel,
you can experience one of the oldest organs in Denmark. There
is public access to Clausholm and the park in the summer.
2. Mygind
Between Clausholm and the village of Mygind, the route
follows the lovely road through the forest of Mygind Skov with
tall trees and several cultural-historic traces. In the old days,
this was also the road most frequently used when going from
Mygind to Clausholm.
3. Lime
The village of Lime is located close to Alling River Valley
which is a part of the East Jutlandic moraine landscape formed
during the Ice Age. Once, the stream of Alling Å wound its
way through the marshes and meadows here, but now it has
been partly straightened. The residents’ association in Lime is
very active and arranges lots of events and activities for the
residents. Among other things, there are shelters and a bonfire
hut in the gravel pit called Lime Grusgrav.
4. Skørring
Between Lime and the village of Skørring, the road meanders,
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and you will climb a hill top of 68 m/223.1 feet. In Skørring,
there is a school and daycare institutions. Skørring Church,
built in 1887, is built with granite from the Danish island
Bornholm and modelled on Viborg Cathedral. Elements from
the former Roman church have been built into the church wall.
5. Karlby
In the village lies Karlby Church which is built in the
Romanesque Revival style. Between Karlby and the forest of
Rosenholm Skov, the route runs through the old deer park.
6. Rosenholm Castle
The magnificent Renaissance castle Rosenholm with its towers,
spires, moat, and beautiful park oozes of authentic castle
atmosphere. For centuries, the castle has been the property of
the noble Rosenkrantz family. Jørgen Rosenkrantz (1523-1596)
built the castle which was completed in 1610. In the park, what
is considered Jutland’s first university is located. Rumor has it
that the garden pavilion Pirkentavl was used as a class room by
Holger Rosenkrantz (1572-1642) who was a great cultural figure
and politician. Today, the castle is controlled by a family trust.
The castle is used for weddings and events, among other things.
It is possible to have a guided tour of the beautiful living rooms
and hear more about the Rosenkrantz family and, naturally,
also about the ghosts.
7. Hornslet
Approximate 1 km/0.6 miles south of Rosenholm Castle lies the
town of Hornslet. The church is situated where the sacrificial
site of the ancient village once was. Today, the burial mounds
and rune stones are long gone. The first church built in the area
has been dated to the year 950.
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8. Mørke
Between Rosenholm Castle and the village of Mørke, there is
a large peatland with an area of about 120 ha. The largest of
the old and water-filled peat trenches measures approximately
25 ha. There is access via a gravel road that runs between Gl.
Mørkevej and Lykkenvej. By following this road, you can hike
across the peatland. There is a birdwatching tower where you
can study some of the many birds. In the village of Mørke, there
is a beautiful church, a shelter located close to Mørke School,
shopping opportunities, and a train station.
9. Skaføgård Manor
From Mørke, the bicycle route meanders along a scenic road
through the village of Hvilsager and the forest of Sandmark
Skov, in the middle of which the manor of Skaføgård is
beautifully located. The main building of Skaføgård Manor was
built between 1580 and 1582 by Jørgen Rosenkrantz, who also
owned Rosenborg Castle. It is a Renaissance building with three
wings, a large gatehouse and a moat. Skaføgård Estate belonged
to the Rosenkrantz family until 1647. After that, Skaføgård had
a succession of owners until the Danish politician J.B.S. Estrup,
who later became head of government, acquired the estate in
1852. The estate is still owned by the Estrup family. There is
public access to the outer courtyard.

Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Den Gamle Kro
See

gamlekro.dk +45 86 99 40 07
visitdjursland.com +45 87 52 18 00

Museums and galleries
See

visitdjursland.com

Nature camps
See

Transportation
Trains / Buses

udinaturen.dk
visitdjursland.com

midttrafik.dk
rejseplanen.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See

Other
Clausholm Slot
Rosenholm Slot
Aude´s Bicycle rental

visitdjursland.com
fisketegn.dk

clausholm.dk +45 86 49 16 55
rosenholm.dk +45 86 99 40 10
audesaps.dk +45 86 99 34 47

10. Pindstrup
You turn and ride towards Pindstrup on Pindstrupvej, and
here the route goes through a low-lying marsh area. The road
crosses the stream of Ryom Å which meanders beautifully
through the landscape. Pindstrup is situated close to forest and
wetlands which the town has benefitted from for centuries.
Read more about Pindstrup under route 12.
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Route distance

10 km

This short route follows the bicycle-friendly and
pedestrianized trail, Banestien, on the former railway
line between Pindstrup and Allingåbro. From
Banestien, you can easily get to the museums at
Gammel Estrup. The route ends in Allingåbro at the
recreational areas by the beautiful wooden bridge
crossing the stream of Alling Å. This places offers a
wide variety of activities.
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Tøjstrup

Pindstrup – Allingåbro
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1. Pindstrup
In 1905, Johannes F. La Cour arrived at Pindstrup. The area
was rich in the raw material peat, and he established peat
production, a saw mill, a wood shavings factory, and a
chipboard factory in the town. Pindstrup Mosebrug A/S is
still headquartered here. They produce potting compost and
high-quality growing media for horticultural and agricultural
industries. Most prominent in town, though, are Novopan
Træindustri’s buildings and the large piles of wood chips. In
the town, you also find the small Catholic church, St. Michael’s
Church. It was built in the 1920s by Polish factory workers.
2. Banestien
From Pindstrup to Allingåbro, the route runs on Banestien
which is a trail constructed on the disused railway line
between Ryomgård and Allingåbro. It is a lovely and peaceful
route, where you pass forest, marsh and small lakes. Here the
wildlife lives undisturbed. Moreover, the route is straight, level
and safe to ride, also for very young riders. Many people use
the trail because it is perfect for hikers, wheelchairs or baby
carriages, so please, show consideration.
3. Auning
Banestien runs through town on the disused railway line and
passes, among other things, the original station building and
the culture center, Kulturperronen. Kulturperronen serves as
a town library with a citizen service center, and you also find
meeting rooms, exhibitions, events, and much more.
4. Løvenholmskovene and the wild green belt
To the east, the town of Auning borders to the large, beautiful
forests of Løvenholmskovene. Hilly landscape with huge
beeches and tall spruces is followed by lowlands, high moor
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and brownish-black forest lakes which are distinctive features
of the area.

Practical information

5. Gammel Estrup
The museums at Gammel Estrup are situated west of Auning.
The manor of Gammel Estrup was built around 1490 and
rebuilt in the years after 1616. For 600 years, the manor was
owned by the Brock and Scheel families. Today, the manor
houses a manor museum and the Green Museum. The Green
Museum displays the story of the development of Danish
agriculture and its downstream industries, the cultural history
of the meal, as well as hunting and forestry. You can experience
agricultural machinery, traditional Danish livestock, the
living-quarters of the farmworkers, and various gardens. At
the manor museum you can experience how the nobles lived
their lives surrounded by magnificent halls, drawing rooms,
bedrooms, and boudoirs. In the kitchen, the basements and
the rooms, you can get a sense of the daily lives of the servants
at the manor. The manor is surrounded by a moat, and the
grounds are adorned by a beautiful Baroque garden with two
orangeries.

Eateries/Accommodation
Den gamle stald–Gammel Estrup
Auning Kro
Allingåbro Hotel
See

6. Auning Church
Auning Church is a medieval church with a number of lovely
frescos. At the church, there is also a chapel with graves of the
noble family Scheel from Gammel Estrup. It is open for visitors
7 days a week from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
7. Allingåbro
In Allingåbro you find a tourist office, several opportunities for
shopping, dining and staying overnight. Moreover, there is bus
service. Read more about Allingåbro under route 13.
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Nature camps
See

dengamlestald.com
auningkro.dk
kobu.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 48 41 33
+45 86 48 34 53
+45 86 48 10 07
+45 87 52 18 00

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com

Camping grounds
Auning Camping
Transportation
Ferry
Trains / Buses

auningcamping.dk

+45 86 48 33 97

randersfjord-faerger.dk +45 20 78 51 32
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Djursland for Fuld Damp
dffd.dk +45 86 48 04 44
Canoe rentals
Djursland for Fuld Damp
Other links
Allingåbro Portalen
Activities in nature
Auning Indoor Pool
Auning Kart Park
Naturpark Randers Fjord
Gammel Estrup
Det Grønne Museum
Other museums and galleries

dffd.dk

allingaabro-portalen.dk
natur-djursland.dk
auningsport.dk
auningkartpark.dk
naturparkrandersfjord.dk
gammelestrup.dk
gl-estrup.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 48 04 44

+45 87 58 12 00
+45 24 47 60 55
+45 30 58 12 34
+45 86 48 30 01
+45 86 48 34 44
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On this route, you can experience both flat landscape
and hills with views over the inlet of Randers Fjord and
the Kattegat at the northern coast of Djursland. You will
pass a manor, lovely beaches and distinctive nature areas.
At the nature center, Kyst- og Fjordcenteret, west of the
village of Voer, everybody can explore nature and animal
life in and around the inlet.

Allingåbro – Hevring

Route
13
Ørsted

Tørslev

Ingerslev

1. Allingåbro – close to the inlet of Randers Fjord
In Allingåbro, the route sets out at the recreational area by
the stream of Alling Å. Here the old railway station is located
which today houses the tourist office offering activities called
“Djursland for Fuld Damp” – meaning “Full Steam Ahead in
Djursland”. You can rent a canoe and paddle south towards
Gammel Estrup or maybe towards the inlet. You can also go for
a ride on a rail-cycle draisine on the closed-down railway line
towards Randers. Right across from the tourist office, you find
shelters and the option to take a break on the beautiful wooden
bridge “Rambla’en” with wide platforms where you can sit.
On both sides of the inlet, facilities for staying overnight and
angling have been established over the last couple of years as
part of Nature Park Randers Fjord. Among other things, you
can take a short sailing trip to the island of Kanaløen in the
inlet of Randers Fjord and spend the night in shelters there.
2. Italian atmosphere at the Stenalt Manor
North of Allingåbro, the route passes by the Stenalt Manor. It
is an organic farm with a large stock of dairy goats. The yellow
main building of the Stenalt Manor – built in 1799 in the palacelike Italianate style – suddenly appears. The legend has it that
on one of his trips to Italy, the then owner of the manor fell in
love with an Italian woman and wanted to marry her. But she
would only move to Stenalt if an Italianate style villa was built.
Today on the estate, a Bed & Breakfast has been set up in the old
tenant’s residence, so here you can choose to spend the night. If
you meet the owner, you will have the opportunity to buy the
products of the estate, among other things, goat meat and flour.
3. Voer
The trip continues through Voer, which is yet another
charming, little village on the route. In Voer, there is a village
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church. Voer Church has a very special tower which was
added on in connection with a restauration in 1590. The tower
is a so-called stilted tower which is a rare type in Denmark but
a common sight in Djursland. Between Voer and Udby, the
route follows Fjordvej. It is a quiet and narrow road which looks
almost like a bicycle track. Here it feels as if you are all alone in
the world.
4. Kyst- og Fjordcentret and the ferry Ragna
To the west, it is not far to the ferry landing of Voer Færgested,
where the nature center Kyst- og Fjordcentret is located.
Here, anglers stand side by side when the seasonal shoals of
herring turn up. At the center, there is a wide variety of nature
activities with nature guides for the entire family. You can rent
a canoe, fish, or you can try to walk in waders in the shallow
water. There is a picnic area where you can eat your packed
lunch and a playground for the children. It is also possible
to stay overnight in either rooms or shelters with access to
shower and toilet. There is a café on the site where you can
buy cake, ice-cream and beverages. From Voer Færgested, you
can bring your bicycle on the small ferry Ragna to the other
side of the inlet. The sailing only takes a few minutes, and
you can go forth and back just to try the experience. In the
narrow straight, just as in Udbyhøj to the north, a ferry service
has existed since the 17th century, involving several types of
ferries.
5. Udby and Udbyhøj Cable Ferry
The northernmost point of the route is the village of Udby.
Here you have a beautiful view of the inlet of Randers Fjord.
The small Romanesque church has a lovely tile roof and is
located high and visible as a landmark in the southern end of
Udby. A detour north to Udbyhøj and the ferry landing offers
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the opportunity of yet another ferry ride. This time it is a cable
ferry ride. It only takes 4 minutes to get across to the other side.
The landscape between the coast and the inlet of Randers Fjord
is very luxuriant, and the climate is mild which is of benefit to
fruit growing, among other things. The locals claim that they
grow the best apples you can get.
6. Estruplund Church and Manor
Estruplund Manor is located right on the route. The main
building, built in 1863, is privately owned. Opposite the manor,
you find Estruplund Church which houses some amazing
frescos. At the cemetery, there is a grave site commemorating
the crews of a number of English military aircrafts which were
shot down in the area during the Second World War.
7. The Paradise, tidal flats and Store Sjørup
At the village pond in Store Sjørup, getting off your bike is a
must. Here you have the opportunity of relaxing on the area
around the common house which is situated by the edge of the
lake. Store Sjørup also houses a large summer house area. North
of Store Sjørup lies the Paradise which is a beautiful nature area
owned by the Municipality of Norddjurs. Here you find shelters
and a public toilet. Park your bicycle and follow the path to the
stunning salt marsh and the beach. It is possible to walk all the
way to the gleaming white, sandy tidal flats. The tide decides
whether you have to walk in water or not. On the tidal flats,
you find flat ripples on the water and a rare tranquility.
8. Hevring
The route ends in the village of Hevring. Here you can get a
well-earned ice-cream at the local ice-cream shop. A visit to
the military training grounds is possible, when no training
exercises are being conducted. Read more under route 14.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Allingåbro Hotel
Ørsted Kro
Kyst- og Fjordcentret
See
Museums and galleries
See
Nature camps
See

kobu.dk
oerstedkro.dk
kystogfjordcentret.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 48 10 07
+45 87 50 89 50
+45 86 48 96 85
+45 61 72 45 80

visitdjursland.com

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com

Transportation
Ferry
Trains / Buses

randersfjord-faerger.dk
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

+45 20 78 51 32

dffd.dk
kystogfjordcentret.dk

+45 86 48 04 44
+45 86 48 96 85

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Angling along Randers Fjord
angling-eastjutland.dk

+ 45 23 32 89 88

Canoe rentals
Djursland for Fuld Damp
Kyst- og Fjordcentret

Other links
Guide
Activities in nature
Allingåbro Portalen
Naturpark Randers Fjord

danmarksstrandguide.dk
natur-djursland.dk
allingaabro-portalen.dk
naturparkrandersfjord.dk

+45 86 34 14 00
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Outstanding nature areas, beautiful authentic
beaches, ancient monuments, and herds of red deer.
This route offers a little of everything. In Hevring a
special nature experience awaits you. The ancient
monuments can be found at Tustrup, and after the
village of Nørager, you will meet long stretches with
plantation, forests, scrub and marshes.
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1. Hevring
The route sets out in the village of Hevring. In the summer
half, the local ice-cream shop located on the southern outskirts
of the village is open, and here you can enjoy a homemade
ice-cream cone on the recreational area. There is also a
playground and a multi-sport game court. There is also access
to the military training grounds, Hevringlejren, when no
training exercises are being conducted. When the orange ball
is NOT hoisted, you are welcome to visit the area. You are in
for an outstanding nature experience, because the area has a
lake, marsh, moorland, salt marsh, and tidal flats that attract
migratory birds, wading birds and lots of other animals. Visitors
should stay on the pathways, but good information on the area
and the regulations is available at the entrance to the area.
2. Hevringholm Manor
On your way to the coast, the route passes the Hevringholm
Manor. The main building was built in 1780, but the history of
the manor goes back all the way to the 14th century. Several
generations of the Rosenkrantz family owned the manor for
the first approximately 300 years. There is no public access to
Hevringholm, but you can see it from the road.
3. Lystrup Beach and Rygårde Beach
At Lystrup Beach, there is an area with summer houses which
was established before the coastal preservation was introduced.
That is the reason the summer houses could be built so close to
the beach. In the beginning, mostly local people built summer
houses on the not-yet-subdivided land. Today, the area is well
organized with new and modern summer houses to a great
extent. But the place has not lost its authentic atmosphere. The
area is family-friendly with a narrow, sandy beach where the
water deepens gradually. There are several options for taking
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walks in the salt marsh and the beautiful heather clad hills. If
you go a short distance east, you will reach the neighbouring
beach at Rygårde. This is a lovely beach for bathing, and there
is a toilet and shelters for staying overnight.
4. Dolmens at Tustrup
At the village of Nørager, you can take a small detour east of
about 500 m/0.3 miles to the ancient monument at Tustrup.
Here, two dolmens and one of Denmark’s largest passage graves
are located around a central construction which is a so-called
cult house. The passage grave dates from the Funnel Beaker
Culture, circa 3,200 BC. There is a path system of approximately
3.5 km/2.2 miles running around the beautiful area and a
view of Hevring River Valley which was formed by glacial
meltwater, circa 15,000 years ago. You find possibilities for
staying the night in shelters, using the campfire, and visiting an
exhibition in the information house where you also find a toilet.
5. Nørager
The route passes Hevring River Valley, where the stream winds
through the beautiful landscape. On the outskirts of town,
you pass Nørager Church. It is a Romanesque church with a
nave, chancel and apse built with granite ashlar. The tower is
a little younger. Nørager was elected Village of the Year 2013
in the Central Denmark Region due to its very active and well
organized village life. The village has a hostel and a grocery
shop where you are welcome to make a stop.
6. Karhus Plantation
Between the villages of Nørager and Nimtofte, the route runs
along the Karhus Plantation. The route follows the small,
winding road, where you have a spacious view of fields and
small hills. On your way, you can take a closer look at roadside
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stands offering the season’s fruits and vegetables, or you can
make a turn on Keramikvej and visit the potter at Pottehuset. 4
km/2.5 miles from Nørager, you find the village of Fjerupgårde,
where a small, curiously decorated and well-run village hall
is situated as if it has fallen from the sky. The residents have
fondly named the village hall Las Vegas.
7. The wild green belt and the red deer
Between Nørager, Tustrup, and Ramten, the landscape is
characterized by scrub, vast forests, marshes, and lowlands
that go all the way to the northern coast at Fjellerup. The
area bears the mark of the earlier period’s peat cuttings, and
in a few large areas, the peat moss is still being peeled off and
used for sphagnum and potting soil. This green belt is very
thinly peopled and therefore constitutes ideal surroundings
for deer and large migratory birds like cranes and geese.
Ravens also inhabit the area. At dusk and at dawn, you can
be fortunate enough to meet huge herds of red deer which is
Denmark’s largest land mammal. The red deer in Northern
Djursland descend from the original herds of red deer which
came to Denmark after the Ice Age more than 10,000 years
ago. The population has been constantly growing over the last
few years, and it is estimated that there are 2,800 red deer in
Djursland. More than half of these live in this particular area in
Northern Djursland.
8. Djurs Sommerland and Nimtofte
The route crosses Highway A16. Not far from here, the
amusement park Djurs Sommerland is located. Here you find
lots of fun for the entire family. The route ends in Nimtofte,
where you find shopping opportunities and a camping ground.
Read more under route 15.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Ørsted Kro
Fjellerup Kro
See

oerstedkro.dk +45 87 50 89 50
fjellerupkro.dk +45 51 53 20 41
visitdjursland.com +45 87 52 18 00

Museums and galleries
See

visitdjursland.com

Camping grounds
Fjellerup Strands Camping
Dalgaard Camping
Hestehaven Camping
Skovgårde Bible camp
Nature camps
See
Transportation
Trains / Buses

fjellerup-strand.dk
dalgaardcamping.dk
hestehavencamping.dk
skovgaardebibelcamping.dk

+45 86 31 71 16
+45 86 31 70 13
+45 86 31 71 91
+45 86 31 72 51

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Other links
Djurs Sommerland
Guide
Activities in nature
Hevring By

djurssommerland.dk
danmarksstrandguide.dk
natur-djursland.dk
hevringby.dk

+45 86 39 84 00
+45 86 34 14 00
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Nimtofte – Thorsager

NIMTOFTE

The route between the town of Nimtofte and the
village of Thorsager offers thrilling experiences at
the amusement park Djurs Sommerland as well as
beautiful views over low-lying wetlands, medieval
churches and charming villages. Especially the drained
lake Kolindsund and the beautiful nature areas located
below sea level characterize parts of the route.
Pindstrup
Route distance

18 km
Ryomgård

39 m
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1. Nimtofte
Nimtofte is a family-friendly town with lots of common
activities happening throughout the area. The town has a trade
council, a local authority council, a culture house association,
an independent school, and a civic association. There are
several shopping opportunities as well as a camping ground
and two golf courses. In town, there is a village church, parts of
which was built in the 12th century, and a lovely, old pharmacy
which was built in 1903. The stream of Nimtofte Å runs
beautifully through the town right by the pharmacy. If you are
in for a bit more speed than your bicycle can give you, then the
amusement park Djurs Sommerland is situated only a short
distance to the north of Nimtofte. You find the amusement
park at Highway A16.
2. Koed
The small village of Koed has a lovely, little medieval village
church which was presumably built in the 13th century.
Especially the entrance with the fine sundial is wonderful.
Koed is located close to Kolind and Kolindsund. There are two
birdwatching towers in the area. One is situated right by the
route near Koed. The other lies right after Kolindbro on your
way to Kolind. Here you have the opportunity to experience
the natural phenomenon called Sort Sol – meaning Black
Sun – when hundreds of thousands of starlings gather in the
wetlands of Kolind Engsø. There are informationboards and
pamphlets available on site. In Kolind, there is a train station,
good shopping opportunities, and public access to extensive
systems of canals and the spit of Sivested Odde in Kolindsund.
If you take a detour from Kolind towards Nødager, you can visit
the Scandinavian Wildlife Park and meet wolves, moose and
bears living freely in large nature parks.
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3. Kolindsund
In the Stone Ages, the sound of Kolindsund extended from
the town of Grenå to the east and all the way westwards to
the inlet of Randers Fjord. At that time, the entire area of
Northeastern Djursland was separated from the rest of the
country. Later, the entrance to the sound was blocked by
drifting sand, and Kolindsund turned into a shallow lake. Large
thickets of canes grew in the shallow waters. Since then, the
area has been drained by means of numerous drainage canals,
dykes and pumps, and in this way the original sea bed could
be used a farmland. There is a rich animal life in the area, and
it is also a great area for fishing. At the place where the route
crosses the road between Ryomgård and Kolind, you can see
the fringes of Kolindsund’s nature areas located below sea level.
4. Mesballe ved Ryomgård
From Mesballe, you can take a detour north out over a beautiful
area with meadows to Ryomgård. The first thing you see when
you reach the town is the lovely old manor Gammel Ryomgård.
On the left side of the road is the train station and the Railway
Museum Djursland. There are good shopping opportunities
in Ryomgård, and you have the option of staying the night at
the hotel. On the outskirts of town towards Kolind, you find
Vallum Lake beautifully situated in the forest.
5. Thorsager
Between the Tjerrild-intersection and the village of Thorsager,
the route runs through an old summer house area in the forest.
The railway follows the summer house area but the railway
station is closed. The train will stop here again, though, when
the new light rail from Aarhus to Grenå opens in 2017-18.
Read more about Thorsager under route 16.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Lübker Golf Resort
Sanggaarden Family Rooms
Kærgårdens Rooms
See

lubker.com
sanggaarden.dk
kaergaarden.net
visitdjursland.com

Museums and galleries
See

visitdjursland.com

Camping grounds
Djurs Chalet Park and Camping
Nature camps
See
Transportation
Trains / Buses

djurshytteby.dk +45 86 39 85 00

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Put & Take Moesholm
moesholm.dk
Other links
Djurs Sommerland
Skarresøhus
Guide
Activities in nature
Guide

+45 38 40 80 00
+45 28 79 60 99
+45 22 41 63 44
+45 87 52 18 00

djurssommerland.dk
anemetteolesen.dk
danmarksstrandguide.dk
natur-djursland.dk
nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk

+45 40 79 52 15

+45 86 39 84 00

+45 86 34 14 00
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On this route, you will pass through Mols Bjerge
National Park several times. Along the route, you
will also experience Jutland’s only round church in
Thorsager, Møllerup Manor with its dramatic past,
and lovely holiday atmosphere at Femmøller Beach.
Parts of the route are quite hilly, so the potential for
exercising your legs is great.

Thorsager – Femmøller Strand

Route 16

1. Thorsager
The village of Thorsager is especially known for its round
church – the only one of its kind in Jutland. There are seven
preserved round churches in Denmark, four of which are
located on the island of Bornholm, one on the island of Funen,
and one on the island of Zealand. Thorsager Round Church is
situated high on a hill in the village, and it was built around
1200. The baptismal font in the church is even older, and it is
believed that a wooden church was once located on the same
site. The interior of the church is dominated by four solid
columns built with red bricks supporting the central tower.
You can climb the tower.
2. Rostved
In Rostved, six wooden sculptures by the Danish artist Birger
Holmgaard are displayed. The sculptures are based on the
Norse Mythology and the tales of Thor and Odin. The area has
been inhabited since the Stone Ages. A burial site from the Iron
Age has been excavated west of the village, and a village from
the Iron Age has been discovered on the other side of the hill
called Bjørnebakken.
3. Mols Bjerge National Park
Mols Bjerge National Park is one of Denmark’s four national
parks. The area was declared National Park because of its
unique nature areas, landscapes and culture assets. The
landscape of Mols Bjerge National Park was shaped by the
movements of ice and water during the Ice Ages, and it also
bears the mark of settlements dating back to the earliest Stone
Age. In the national park, there are tall hills and various types
of nature such as moorland, wetlands, forest, and pasture.
There are also interesting stretches of coast with lovely beaches
and great angling waters. You can experience a lot of rare
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plants and insects, including numerous butterflies. Cows, sheep
and wild horses graze certain areas in the national park, and
they are instrumental in maintaining the area. The status as
national park entails that the nature and culture assets of the
area are protected, and communication about the area is easier
conveyed so everybody benefits from these assets. In Mols
Bjerge National Park, there is a range of facilities and services
which give you opportunities to bike, hike, ride horses, join
guided trips and get lots of information about the area.
4. Møllerup Estate
Møllerup Estate has a long and dramatic history. Under the
present buildings, the remains of a three-winged castle from
the Middle Ages exist. The castle belonged to the notorious
Danish nobleman Marsk Stig Andersen Hvide (circa 1230-1293).
He was a man of power. Nonetheless, he had to flee when he
was outlawed for being the leading man behind the murder
of the Danish King Erik V Klipping in 1286. The present main
building was built by Knud Gyldenstjerne at the end of the
1600s. The name Møllerup means “the place with the mills”.
Once, mills were situated along the stream that flows through
the park. The mills do not exist any longer. Today, Møllerup
Estate is operated as a modern farm which, among other things,
produces hemp. At the estate, you can enjoy world ballet
performances, rent a holiday home and locations for having a
party. The estate arranges guided tours by appointment.
5. Kejlstrup
The village of Kejlstrup is situated on the outer edge of a
terminal moraine which was formed at the end of the Ice Age.
Here the glacial ice created a sharp boundary between the
fertile loam soil and the meager, sandy soil. The boundary runs
east of Kejlstrup and is called “Krogryggen”. Here you can also
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see the remains of a beautiful round barrow. It bears witness
to the fact that people inhabited this area 3000-3500 years ago.
The round barrows and long barrows were the burial sites of
the time, but they also functioned as the distinguishing mark in
the landscape for the tribe in question.
6. Grønfeld
Grønfeld village and the surrounding area is one of the places
in Mols where you can be fortunate enough to see the bird of
prey called the red kite. You can recognize it on its long, forked
tail. Only very few red kites breed in Denmark. If you are very
lucky, you might also spot a white-tailed eagle. It is the largest
bird of prey in Northern Europe with a wingspan of up to 244
cm/96 inches.
7. Femmøller
The village is called Femmøller - meaning Five Mills, because
at some point in time there were five watermills by the stream
of Mølleåen. Four of the mills are still there. Femmøller is a
part of Mols Bjerge National Park, and the area has attracted
tourists for many years. In 1909, one of the first beach hotels in
Denmark was built in Femmøller. Today, this functions as the
continuation school, Femmøller Efterskole. Locating a beach
hotel a considerable distance from the beach bears witness to
the fact that also at that time the nature experience in Mols
Bjerge played an important part in spending your holiday in
the area.
8. Femmøller Beach
The route ends at the inn called Molskroen at Femmøller
Beach. In the area, you find several opportunities for staying
overnight, dining and shopping. Read more about Femmøller
under route 17.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Møllerup Gods - Hubertus Kroen
See
Camping grounds
Krakær Camping
Nature camps
See

moellerupgods.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 87 58 69 00
+45 87 52 18 00

krakaer.dk

+45 86 36 21 18

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com

Transportation
Trains / Buses
Sailing
Excursions with
Skødshoved on Kaløvig

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Digital options for your smartphone
Download “Nationalpark Mols Bjerge” in Google Play / App store.
Other links
Guide
Activities in nature
Guide
Bicycle rental Bikefever
Museums and galleries

danmarksstrandguide.dk +45 86 34 14 00
natur-djursland.dk
nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk
bikefever.dk +45 25 72 78 52
visitdjursland.com
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Femmøller Strand – Vrinners
Bicykling in Mols is good for your body and mind
when the route meanders through the beautiful, hilly
landscape. You get near to the beach and experience
the landscape up close. Often, you get a view of the sea
both to the east, the south and the west. In parts of the
route, the area has status as national park so outstanding
nature experiences are guaranteed. The route begins at a
unique architectural gem at Femmøller Beach.
Route distance

19 km
60 m

1 km
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1. Femmøller Beach
At Femmøller Beach, several fine, old summer houses are
situated close to the shore. The houses are part of the holiday
village thought-out by the Danish architect Egil Fischer. In the
1920s, Egil Fischer bought up land at Femmøller Beach, and
therefore he could carry out his visions for the area. His idea
was a holiday village with straight avenues, axes, plazas, and
squares. This was not seen before in Denmark, and that is why
the area holds a very special cultural inheritance. Several of
the characteristic half-timbered houses were also designed by
Egil Fischer, just as he was the architect behind the inn called
Molskroen. In the last few years, large parts of the area have
been re-established based on Egil Fischer’s original values and
intentions. The beach at Femmøller Beach is flat and very childfriendly. In the summer, an ice-cream kiosk near the beach is
open. In the schools’ summer holidays, there is also a Blue Flag
station staffed with a nature guide. Here young and old can
explore the life in the shallow waters at the beach.
2. Molskroen
At Femmøller Beach, the inn Molskroen and the beach hotel
Molskroen Strandhotel are situated. Molskroen was the first
building which Egil Fischer designed and had built at the
beach. The beautiful position and the good food soon made the
inn a popular and exclusive beach hotel, and it still is. A stay
at the inn or a mere visit to the restaurant are extraordinary
experiences.
3. Ebeltoft
A detour to the town of Ebeltoft is an obvious choice, and
there is a bicycle track all the way. Ebeltoft is a more than 700
years old market town where you can see lovely, old houses,
seaweed dykes, the glass museum Glasmuseum Ebeltoft with
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a glass studio, the New Malt Factory, the old frigate Fregatten
Jylland, the Museum of East Jutland with the old dyer’s yard
Farvergården and the Siamese Collection, the night watchmen,
and the Old Town Hall. The town also holds a harbour area,
hotels, eateries, and a wide variety of shopping opportunities.
4. Øvre and Nedre Strandkær
Between the villages of Femmøller Beach and Fuglsø, there
is a signpost directing you to Strandkær which is made up
of the two old farms Øvre and Nedre Strandkær – meaning
Upper and Lower Strandkær. Øvre Strandkær is owned by the
Danish Nature Agency and contains an indoor picnic area, an
activity stand, and the Natural History and Visitor Center in
Mols Bjerge National Park. Nedre Strandkær, also called the
Mols Laboratory, is owned by the Aarhus Natural Museum.
Here you can get a guided tour of one of the many beautiful
paths in Mols Bjerge. Along the beach, you get a great view over
the cove of Ebeltoft Vig and all the way up to the hills of Mols
Bjerge where the cattle graze. The cattle are a vital part of the
nature management in the hills because they keep the area free
from small trees and shrubs. The so-called commons make up
an endangered natural habitat which accommodates a very
high biological diversity of insects and plants.
5. Fuglsø
In the lovely, little village, you find the inn called Fuglsø Kro
which dates back to the 19th century. Today, the inn is operated
as a Bed & Breakfast.
6. Fuglsøcentret and Karpenhøj Nature Center
At Fuglsøcentret, you find opportunities for staying the night,
getting something to eat, and often there are concerts with
great musicians playing good music. Karpenhøj is a nature
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and outdoor learning center where you can rent outdoor
equipment such as kayaks and mountain bikes. Further down
towards the coast at Fuglsø Beach, you find Store Jættehøj
which is one of the magnificent Bronze Age burial mounds in
Mols Bjerge.
7. Dragsmur
An outstanding view of the sea meets the eye at the
embankment of Dragsmur. You can also see the remains of
General Rye’s entrenchments as well as the entire peninsula
of Helgenæs. General Rye’s entrenchments, which today
are merely mounds of earth, date from the Three Years’
War against the Germans in 1848-50. At that time, the
entrenchments cut off Helgenæs from Dragsmur completely.
General Rye pulled his troops to Mols when the Germans
reached Aarhus. From Helgenæs, he could send his soldiers
by ship to Fredericia where the final battle was to take place.
The entrenchments played an important part in protecting the
dispatching of the troops. You can find informationboards at
the site telling much more about the dramatic events.
8. Helgenæs
The route goes no further south than Dragsmur, but a detour to
the peninsula of Helgenæs is an obvious choice. Here you find
a charming island atmosphere. The lighthouse of Sletterhage
Fyr on the southern tip is an amazing place. Especially if you
are keen on spotting harbour porpoise. You can enjoy both
the view from the top of the lighthouse or the fine exhibitions
displayed in its base. If you feel like a longer walk, you can
follow the lovely beach path to Tyskertårnet, which is the
remains of a German radar installation from the Second World
War. You could be fortunate to see one of the giant container
ships that pass by in the fairway near to the coast.
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9. Vistoft and Trehøje
Between Dragsmur and the village of Vistoft, one amazing
view follows the next. Vistoft Church is beautifully situated on
the outskirts of the village, and it was built on a so-called “false”
hilltop about 60 m/186.8 feet above sea level. The church was
probably built in the mid-1100s, and it houses several beautiful
frescos. From Vistoft, a gravel road goes through the village of
Viderup and into Mols Bjerge towards the three Bronze Age
mounds of Trehøje.
10. Mols Kafferisteri
At the base of the hill Vistoftbakken, you find the roasting
house called Mols Kafferisteri. Remember to enjoy the view
of the meadows of Skellerup Enge before you enter. Mols
Kafferisteri import coffee beans and tea directly from the
peasants and roast the coffee beans themselves.
11. Knebel
The village of Knebel is situated in the rolling moraine hills
on the sloping terrain east of the cove of Knebel Vig. The
village holds an active local life with school, sports clubs and
associations. Knebel Church is located on a hill by Knebel Vig
and was built in circa 1170. The altarpiece is from 2001 and
was created by the Danish artist Bjørn Nørgaard. Take a small
detour from the route and visit the dolmen of Porskær Stenhus
up in the hills. Ride on Porskærvej towards the village of Agri.
The dolmen is one of the country’s most imposing monuments
to the very first farmers with settlements in the Stone Age –
also known as the Funnel Beaker Culture.
12. Vrinners
In Vrinners you find shopping opportunities, among other
things. You can read more about Vrinners under route 18.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Mols Bjerge Feriecenter
Mols Kafferisteri
Fuglsøcentret
Fuglsø Kro
Molskroen
Egil’s Café
Restaurant Tinghulen
See
Camping grounds
Sølystgård Camping

molsbjerge.dk
molskafferisteri.dk
fuglsoecentret.dk
fuglsoekro.dk
molskroen.dk
egilscafe.dk
Tinghulen
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 35 20 44
+45 22 75 56 22
+45 86 35 13 55
+45 21 62 21 13
+45 86 36 22 00
+45 21 18 01 02
+45 86 35 13 25
+45 61 72 45 80

soelystgaard.dk

+45 86 35 12 39

Nature camps
Shelters at Karpenhøj
karpenhoej.dk +45 86 35 28 04
See
udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com
Transportation
Trains / Buses
Sailing
Excursions with
Skødshoved on Kaløvig

rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk

nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Digital options for your smartphone
Download “Nationalpark Mols Bjerge” in Google Play / App store
Other links
Activities in nature
Guide
Museums and galleries

natur-djursland.dk
nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 34 14 00
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Vrinners - Skødstrup
VRINNERS

This route follows the beautiful stretches of coast where
the landscape was formed during the last Ice Age, more
than 10,000 years ago. The route runs through villages
and towns, past Bronze Age burial mounds and culturehistorical traces such as the tar cauldrons, the Kalø Castle
Ruins, the watermills at Følle and more interesting places.
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1. Vrinners
In the village of Vrinners, you do not want to cheat yourself
from a visit at Knebelgodt, the organic delicatessen. This is
the home of the chocolate factory Woodshade Organics, that
produces organic chocolate, and the brewery Mjødgaard, which
brews tasteful mead on local honey and herbs. In Vrinners
there is a well-stocked grocery store called Dagli’Brugsen.
2. Agri
Between the villages of Vrinners and Agri, there is a steep
gradient of more than 100 m/328 feet. Along the way, you pass
the farm bakery Holmgaard Gårdbageri. Here you can enjoy
both a cup of coffee and the breathtaking view. Agri Lake is
one of Denmark’s highest located lakes. It is situated 100 m/328
feet above sea level. Agri Church is a medieval church dating
from the 1200s, and the appurtenant vicarage was built in the
late 1600s. From Agri, you have access to the natural hill Agri
Bavnehøj. In the old days, beacons were lit on the top of the
hill to signal that the enemy was coming. Today, an instrument
with an arrow pointing to points on the horizon has been
placed on the hilltop. You can also take a detour on the gravel
road to Trehøje which is three impressive Bronze Age burial
mounds. In the area, you can find another 11 Bronze Age burial
mounds.
3. Stabelhøjene
Stabelhøjene – meaning the Stacked Mounds – are two majestic
Bronze Age burial mounds, also thought to be the dwelling
places for tribal leaders, which are located to the north of
Agri. Take the short, signposted hiking trip from the road to
Stabelhøjene where the view over Djursland, the cove of Kalø
Vig and Mols Bjerge is absolutely outstanding. There is an
informationboard by the road.
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4. Egens and Egens Havhuse
Egens Church is one of the smallest churches in Denmark. It is
situated high on a little hill with a view over the cove of Kalø
Vig to Kalø Castle Ruins. In the village of Egens Havhuse, you
can visit a ceramic artist. You might catch a whiff of newly
smoked fish from the smokehouse Mols Røgeri. They may
produce Denmark’s best fish cakes, but you be the judge of that.
On the salt marshes, you can see the old tar cauldrons where
the fishermen used to tar their nets. Here is also the little
organic farm shop, Helges.
5. Kalø Organic Agricultural College and Nappedam
Kalø Organic Agricultural College is beautifully situated on the
outskirts of the forest of Ringelmose Skov. At the boat guild,
Nappedam Bådelaug, there is access to a toilet, and you can
buy an ice-cream. Or maybe you feel like taking a dip in the sea
from the bathing jetty on the pier. The route also takes you past
Jagtens Hus which is the elegant, newly-built domicile of the
Danish Hunters’ Association.
6. Kalø Castle Ruins
On the peninsula at the end of a long and well-preserved
medieval road lies Kalø Castle Ruins. Once, this was the
location of one of Denmark’s largest castles. The castle was
built in the year 1313 by King Erik Menved. It functioned as
a fortification against hostile intrusion and attacks. Inside the
tower, a staircase has recently been erected.
7. Bregnet Church
Bregnet Church was built in the Gothic style in the late 1400s.
The church was beautifully renovated in 2000 where the
Danish visual artist Arne Haugen Sørensen gave the interior a
modern expression.
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8. Rønde
Rønde is a thriving commercial town with a wide range of
shops, culture house, cafés and restaurants. At the top of the
town, the Bronze Age burial mound called Store Bavnehøj
is located. From the mound, you have an amazing view to
the south where you can see Kalø Manor, the hunting lodge
Jagtslottet, Kalø Castle Ruins, and Mols. A short distance
outside Rønde, you find Kalø Manor. The beautiful main
building was built with half-timbering in the beginning of
the 1700s by Countess M. B. Reventlow. The hunting lodge
Jagtslottet, located across from the manor, was built in 1898-99.
9. Følle Watermill at Følle Bund
The Følle Watermill has been known as Kalø’s old watermill
since 1610. Only one of the original mill houses has been
preserved. It is a popular resting and breeding area for many
bird species. You can get a good look at the rich birdlife from
the birdwatching tower which is situated on the outskirts of
the forest of Hestehaveskoven.
10. Følle Vig and Beach
The conference center Kaløvig Center is situated near the
mouth of the cove of Følle Vig. The house was originally built
as a beach hotel more than 100 years ago. Følle Beach is a
child-friendly beach with shallow water, and you can find an
ice-cream kiosk and access to a toilet. In connection with the
beach, a large summer house area is situated, with small, lovely
houses located right by the beach.
11. Løgten Bay - Ugelbølle Hoved
The protected areas at the small peninsula of Ugelbølle Hoved
and the two spits of land called Mågeøen are geological
attractions. The landscape around the cove of Kalø Vig
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was formed by a glacier tongue which created Kalø Vig. At
Mågeøen – meaning Seagull Island – there is a rich variety in
the nature as well as a popular resting and breeding area for
seabirds. The beach at the boat guild, Rosenholm Bådelaug, is
excellent, and you can find various good facilities at the site.
12. Vosnæs Pynt
At the point of Vosnæs Pynt, you can often see anglers, and
now and then a little, round head of a seal is visible above the
surface of the water. The area is best known for its great sea
trout fishing.
13. Vosnæs Manor
The route passes the beautiful manor of Vosnærsgård which is
part of the Vosnæs Estate. The estate is owned by Adam count
Knuth, and it has belonged to the Knuth family since 1869.
The park surrounding the main building is laid out in the style
of an English landscape garden.
14. Siloetten
In the town of Løgten, the building called Siloetten dominates
the townscape. It is a converted grain silo which today houses
21 apartments with a clear view of Aarhus Bay. Siloetten
was rebuilt by the Danish architectural firm C.F. Møller in
cooperation with Christian Carlsen Arkitektfirma.
15. Løgten – Skødstrup
Before the towns of Løgten and Skødstrup, you ride very close
to vineyards. Hedegårdens Vinavl has a farm shop selling
the farm’s own grape wines, fruit wines, spicy aquavits called
kryddersnapse, and other things. The route ends in the town
of Skødstrup, where you find good shopping opportunities and
train service to Aarhus. Read more under route 1/north.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Gl. Løgten Strandkro
Restaurant Bag Søjlen
Kalø Slotskro
See
Camping grounds
Kaløvig Camping
Nature camps
See

glstrandkro.dk
bagsojlen.dk
kaloslotskro.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 99 09 08
+45 86 37 35 00
+45 40 97 98 06
+45 87 52 18 00

kaloevig-camping.dk

+45 86 37 13 05

udinaturen.dk and visitdjursland.com

Transportation
Trains / Buses
rejseplanen.dk and midttrafik.dk
Excursions with
nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk
Skødshoved on Kaløvig
Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitdjursland.com and fisketegn.dk
Digital options for your smartphone
Download “Nationalpark Mols Bjerge” in Google Play / App store
Other links
Guide
Guide
Activities in nature
Bicycle rental Bikefever
Woodshade Vrinners
Holmgaard Bakery
Hedegårdens Viticulture
Shopping in Rønde
Museums and galleries

nationalparkmolsbjerge.dk
danmarksstrandguide.dk
natur-djursland.dk
bikefever.dk
woodshade.dk
holmgaard-mols.dk
vinavl.com
roendehandel.dk
visitdjursland.com

+45 86 34 14 00
+45 25 72 78 52
+45 86 69 49 66
+45 86 36 51 50
+45 27 28 00 97
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Breathtaking views, culture-historical gems, clean
forest air, and fresh locally grown produces. This
route displays the very best and most beautiful sides
of the island of Samsø. The route runs along the
bay called Sælvigbugten. The Kanhavekanal, the
idyllic village of Nordby, and the dramatic area of
Issehoved await you at the tip of the island.

Sælvig - Ballen
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1. Views along Sælvigbugten
The bicycle route follows the curving of the bay of
Sælvigbugten along Havvejen, and for the next 5 km/3.1 miles
you ride only a few feet from the sea along a two-way cycle
track. There are several benches perfect for picnics along the
stretch. The water level of Sælvigbugten is low and there are
plenty of lugworms. After a round of windy weather, you can
even find starfish, sea snails, and mussels. This is also a great
spot for catching Baltic Prawns. Approximately halfway, the
Sælvigbugtens Camping is located.
2. Kanhavekanalen
At the narrowest part of Samsø, an historic experience is
waiting for you that dates all the way back to the Viking Age.
In the year 726, the Vikings dug a small canal here which
secured an easy and fast passage. At that time, travelling by
boat was much easier than travelling by land. By way of the
canal, the Vikings could avoid sailing all the way around the
island, and they could easier control the waters around Samsø.
Today, you can see a sculpture of a Viking ship at the canal, and
there are good informationboards telling the exciting stories of
the site. You will also find tables and benches at the site.
3. Nordsamsø Naturpark
Right after Kanhavekanalen, the nature reserve of Nordsamsø
Naturpark begins. The first stretch takes you along Havvejen
through the forest of Mårup Skov. Be aware that the surface
of the cycle track changes and turns into gravel until you
reach the village of Mårup. Several places along the route, it is
possible to make small detours to the beach, and there are great
possibilities for taking a walk or enjoying your packed lunch at
the tables and benches set up in the area.
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4. The picturesque village of Mårup and Beyergården
At the end of the forest of Mårup Skov, you reach the village
of Mårup. Here, among other things, you can pay a visit to
Beyergården, an old skipper-farm built in 1673. The place is run
by the organization called Beyergårdens Venner, and they keep
the farm open during the summer months and communicate
the stories of the place. There are shopping possibilities at the
local grocery shop in Mårup. There is also the option of making
a detour of about 2 km/1.2 miles to Mårup Harbour where you
find a kiosk. From the harbour, a small passenger ship plies
back and forth to the island of Tunø in the summer. It is also
possible to go on a seal safari.
5. Nordby
An obvious stop is waiting for you in Nordby which was
named the best-kept village of Denmark in 1990. You can park
your bicycle and take a walk among the idyllic half-timbered
houses which frame the picturesque village pond. Many of
the houses were originally main houses on farms. Be sure to
notice the old wells with their red painted woodwork and
stone lining. The bells in the bell tower at the village pond
toll at sunrise and sunset. In Nordby you can find many small
shops selling handicrafts, among other things. You can also pay
a visit to the old post office which is decorated in a historical
style displaying an interior from the 1930s. If you fancy beer,
you will also find the local brewery Samsø Bryghus here that
produces several different kinds of beer. The brewery also has a
café and a shop.
6. Breathtaking views at Issehoved
From Nordby the route continues north along the road called
Issehoved. The paved road stops after a few miles but don’t
give up! At the end of the road, one of Samsø’s without doubt
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most stunning landscapes awaits you, consisting of the hills of
Nordby Bakker and the northern tip of Samsø called Issehoved.
Get off your bicycle and walk the remaining distance through
the hills to Issehoved. On a clear day, you can see both the city of
Aarhus, the peninsula of Helgenæs, and Sletterhage Lighthouse
from here. There are several excellent hiking routes in the area.
7. Nordby Hede and Langøre Harbour
From Issehoved the route runs south again, following the
same road as you came, until you pass Mårup. In the forest
of Mårup Skov, you turn left on Langørevej. Here you ride
alongside the lovely moorland of Nordby Hede for a couple of
miles. If you feel like a small detour, you can ride all the way
to the charming harbour at Langør. Along the way, you have a
stunning view of the inlet of Stavns Fjord, and you can pay a
visit to the small Langøre Church. Langøre Harbour is a natural
harbour which has been in use since the Viking Age. Today, it
is used by yachtsmen and local recreational fishers.
8. Enjoy the view over Stavns Fjord
The route continues down the road of Kanhave and all the
way to Kanhavekanalen. Here you follow the route onwards
to the village of Stavns. Even though the road goes uphill, don’t
forget to look up from the pedals. Along the road, you have the
most amazing view of the inlet of Stavns Fjord and the many
beautiful islets covered with grass and scrub. Stavns Fjord has
been a wildlife preserve since 1926. In the village of Stavns, you
follow Staunsvej back to Havvejen and head south.
9. Wine and organic produces in Alstrup
When you pass Lille Vorbjerg, the route takes you east on
Toftebjergvej towards the villages of Toftebjerg and Alstrup.
Along the roads, there are road stalls and a couple of farm shops
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where you can stock up on your supplies of fresh locally grown
produce. In Alstrup the grapes grow in the vineyards. If you
would like to taste the local grapes, you can pop in at Alstrup
Vin. On the outskirts of Alstrup, you also find Yduns Have. This
is a farming community that produces more than 100 different
varieties of organic vegetables, fruits, and herbs. Here you find
a farm shop, and it is also possible to rent a cottage on the site if
you would like to experience an authentic farm holiday. Right
after Yduns Have, you arrive at a fork in the road, and you
continue left on Alstrupvej.
10. Roundtrip in Besser and a quick flying visit to Besser Rev
Before you turn right and head south towards Besser Church,
it is recommended that you go on a small roundtrip in Besser.
Turn left on Besser Hovedgade and explore the charming
village that offers no less than three village ponds, a lovely
lookout tower, and several beautiful half-timbered houses. You
can also go shopping in the combined grocery store and café
Søster Sidevind situated on Besser Hovedgade. On the other
side of Besser, the road changes its name to Sildeballe, and after
a few miles you encounter the reef of Besser Rev. Get off your
bicycle and take a lovely walk on the 5 km/3.1 miles long stone
reef that is naturally above water. Be aware, though, that access
is not allowed during the bird breeding season from April 1 –
July 15.
11. Besser Church
The church is beautifully situated on the outskirts of Besser.
The oldest parts of the church were built in the mid-1200s. The
altarpiece is from 1589, and the pulpit dates back to 1602. The
church is shrouded in fables and myths. There are tales of the
pixie living in the tower, of the puerperal woman who appears
repeatedly, and of the mountain man who built the church.
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12. Try the golf course at Samsø
Just across from Besser Church, the Samsø Golf Course is
located. Here you can rent golf equipment and play a round on
the beautifully situated and extremely environmental-friendly
course. The greens are groomed according to sustainable
principles where alga, sheep, and lake water play a part in the
maintenance of the courses. The golf carts have solar panels on
the roofs, and guests can be handed a dandelion digger and give
a helping hand if they feel the urge. Hole 8 is voted Denmark’s
most beautiful par-3 hole. There is a 9-hole Pay & Play course if
you and your family want to have a go at the game.
13. The smithy in Langemark
After the golf course, you take a left turn down Bøgeshøjvej
towards Ballen. The first stop is the village of Langemark. Here
you can visit the old smithy of the village. In the old days,
each village had its own smithy. Here the locals met for a chat
while the smith shoed a horse or forged a tool. The smithy in
Langemark was closed down in 1988. It was assigned to Samsø
Museum which opens the smithy to the public on certain dates.
14. Towards the excellent beach of Ballen
From Langemark the route runs towards the village of Ballen.
Before you reach Ballen, you can make a turn and go to
Ballen Strandcamping which is situated right by the sea on a
wonderful natural plot. Here you have the possibility of renting
a cabin or a caravan. After approximately 3 km/1.9 miles you
reach Strandvejen north of Ballen where you have stunning
views of the sea and access to beaches offering good bathing.
The route ends at the Energy Academy. You can read more
about this under route 20.
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Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Samsø Perlen
samsoeperlen.dk
Nordøens Restaurant
nordoensrestaurant.com
Samsø Bryghus
samsoe-bryghus.dk
Smokehouse Langør
smoke-house.dk
Strandlyst Hotel and Restaurant
strandvejen12.dk
Hotel Svedskegyden
hotelsvedskegyden.dk
See
visitsamsoe.dk

+45 86 59 25 00
+45 86 59 65 13
+45 86 59 68 98
+45 61 51 91 65
+45 21 53 45 14
+45 86 59 69 22
+45 86 59 00 05

Museums
Økomuseum Samsø

+45 86 59 21 50

ecomuseum-samso.dk

Galleries
Artists at Samsø

kunstogkultursamsoe.dk

Camping grounds
Sælvigbugtens Camping
Klitgård Camping
Ballen Strandcamping
Nature camps
See
Transportation
Ferry Jylland - Samsø
Ferry Samsø - Sjælland
Buses

saelvigbugtens-camping.dk
klitgaardcamping.dk
ballenstrandcamping.dk

+45 86 59 07 07
+45 86 59 61 69
+45 86 59 12 10

udinaturen.dk and visitsamsoe.dk
til-samsoe.dk
faergen.dk
midttrafik.dk

+45 70 22 59 00
+45 70 23 15 15
+45 70 21 02 30

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitsamsoe.dk and fisketegn.dk
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Learn much more about Samsø’s sustainable
development at the Energy Academy.
Satisfy your stomach at the gourmet
restaurants and visit the charming harbour
environment in Ballen. Follow the route
past the Brattingsborg Estate, through the
idyllic villages, and make a stop at the many
beautiful viewpoints along the road.

Ballen - Sælvig

Route 20

1. Clean, green energy at the Energy Academy
Today, Samsø is 100 percent self-sufficient in electricity which
is generated by windmills, straw-based heating plants, and
solar heat plants. The island’s success with accomplishing the
sustainable development mainly comes down to collaboration
and co-ownership. As an example, 90 percent of the windmills
on Samsø are owned by the local people. If you visit the Energy
Academy, you can learn much more about renewable energy
and sustainability. Each year the academy welcomes politicians,
specialists, officials, and other interested parties from all over
the world. They come to hear the story about how Samsø
managed to create such radical sustainable change in its energy
supply in just 10 years.
2. Ballen
The village of Ballen is the summer capital of Samsø, and
the area surrounding the harbour is humming with life in
the summer half. Here you can get comfortable in one of
the numerous gourmet restaurants available in Ballen. The
restaurants SAK Samsø, Behrnt at Ballen Badehotel, and
Strandlyst located north of the village have all received a place
in the White Guide which is the leading restaurant guide in
Denmark. At the harbour in Ballen, you find the old merchant’s
farm house from 1840. The farm was in used up until 1971.
At the opposite end of the harbour, along a small beach path,
you find the old lime kiln. The kiln was used until 1936 for the
calcination of limestone to produce calcium oxide.
3. Samsø Observatory
From the harbour in Ballen, you follow Slagterivej in the
direction of Nørreskifte. On the outskirts of Ballen, close to
Ballen Ferry Harbour, you find the small Samsø Observatory.
The observatory contains a small exhibition and there is an
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astronomical telescope and an observation platform. Open by
appointment.
4. View of windmills, purple fields, and the sea
After the observatory, the route makes a short turn towards
Ballen Ferry Harbour and continues to the right on
Nørreskiftevej. Here you can see some of Samsø’s land-based
windmills. In the early summer months, fields of chives light
up the landscape surrounding the windmills with their bright
purple colour. The route now continues towards the village of
Ørby. After a few miles, the road of Nørreskiftevej bends. Here
you find a sign with directions to the beach. At the beach, there
are tables and benches as well as a small bathing jetty. Often
you will find peace and quiet in this spot.
5. Farm workers in Ørby
Nørreskiftevej leads to the village of Ørby that has a special
history. The village burned down to the ground in 1871 and the
peasants did not have the resources for rebuilding their houses.
The Count of Brattingsborg offered to build new, small houses
in the village. In return he took over the land and hired the
peasants as farm workers on the estate. To the north in Ørby,
you find the church which was built in 1904.
6. Brattingsborg – the island’s only estate
From Ørby the route runs to the Brattingsborg Estate. The estate
is the family seat of the Danneskiold-Samsøe family who has
owned large parts of the island since 1676. The estate is run as
a modern farm with farming, pig production, forestry, hunting,
and rental housing. The history of the estate goes all the way
back to approximate 1120 when the manor of the time served as
the king’s castle. The present neo-Gothic manor house and the
appurtenant park were established in the period between 1870
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and 1898. The park is kept in the English Landscape Garden
style. The park is open to the public in the summer.
7. Kolby Church
The route leads you to the village of Kolby and you pass right
by Kolby Church which was built around the year 1300. Please,
notice in particular the narrow staircase on the northern side of
the chancel arch which leads to an opening in the nave. This is
probably a pulpit or a rood screen from the Catholic period.
8. Kolby Mill
On the road between Kolby and Kolby Kås, you find Samsø’s
only Dutch mill located high up in the landscape. The mill
was built in 1859 and grinded flour up until 1947. Today, the
mill is open for visitors in the summer where you can also be
fortunate to see the mill in operation.
9. Enjoy the view in Kolby Kås
The quiet harbour offers lovely views of the sea. Up until
the ferry harbour in Ballen was established, the ferry from
Kalundborg on Zealand moored in Kolby Kås. Today, the
harbour is used as a marina and as an emergency harbour.
There are several tables and benches at and around the harbour
area.
10. The Farm Museum Fredensdal
A few miles down Vestermarksvej towards Pillemark, you
pass the smallholding of Fredensdal which today serves a farm
museum. Here you can experience how a farm looked like in
the 1930s. There is access to the farmhouse and the stables in
the summer months. Maybe you will be fortunate enough to
experience the livestock at work in the fields together with the
volunteers at the farm museum.
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11. Village atmosphere and sunset in Pillemark
The village of Pillemark is one of the bigger villages on Samsø.
Here one of the island’s major strawberry producers has
his farm. In the village, you find stalls with vegetables and
sometimes also flea markets. From Møllebakken to the west,
you have a beautiful view of the sea, and here you can also
enjoy the most stunning sunset on the island.
12. Climb “Dyret” on Samsø
The route goes north from here following the road called
Petersborg towards the village of Tanderup. Right outside the
village, you find the highest point of Southern Samsø which
goes by the dramatic name of “Dyret” – meaning “the Animal”.
At the top of the hill, which rises 51 meter/167.3 feet above
sea level, you get a stunning view of the island. “The Animal”
has primarily served as a gathering point for large popular
meetings.
13. Onsbjerg Church
After Tanderup you arrive at the village of Onsbjerg which up
until the mid-1800s was Samsø’s most important village and
served as the island’s capital. Here it is worth your while to pay
a visit to Onsbjerg Church which is presumably Samsø’s oldest
church. The church was built in the 1200s.
14. Gourmet food in Vadstrup
You can take a detour east on Søndergade to the village of
Vadstrup. After approximately 1.5 km/1 mile, you will spot
Hotel Vadstrup 1771. The hotel is located in a beautifully
renovated farm house from the 1700s. You will also find a
gallery and a shop.

Practical information
Eateries/Accommodation
Røgeriet på Ballen Havn
Ballen Badehotel
Restaurant Dokken
SAK Samsø
Det lille Sommerhotel
Restaurant Don Juan
Restaurant Skipperly
Restaurant Vadstrup 1771
Brundby Hotel
See
Museums
Økomuseum Samsø
Galleries
Artists at Samsø

ballenbadehotel.dk
restaurant-dokken.dk
saksamsoe.dk
sommerhotel.dk
donjuan.dk
skipperly.dk
vadstrup1771.dk
brundby-hotel.dk
visitsamsoe.dk

+45 86 59 03 59
+45 86 59 17 99
+45 86 59 10 72
+45 28 77 38 77
+45 20 14 01 79
+45 86 59 07 05
+45 86 59 10 18
+45 86 59 17 71
+45 86 59 00 11
+45 86 59 00 05

ecomuseum-samso.dk

+45 86 59 21 50

kunstogkultursamsoe.dk

Camping grounds
Ballen Strandcamping
ballenstrandcamping.dk
Camping- og Feriecenter Samsø
feriecentersamso.dk
Nature camps
See
Transportation
Ferry Jylland - Samsø
Ferry Samsø - Sjælland
Buses

+45 86 59 12 10
+45 86 59 68 68

udinaturen.dk and visitsamsoe.dk
til-samsoe.dk
faergen.dk
midttrafik.dk

+45 70 22 59 00
+45 70 23 15 15
+45 70 21 02 30

Angling and fishing licenses
See
visitsamsoe.dk og fisketegn.dk
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The route begins with a round-trip on the island of Hjarnø.
Take the ferry from Snaptun or the bicycle ferry from Alrø. On
Hjarnø as well as on the mainland, the route offers beautiful
Ølsted
scenery, wide open spaces, and many spots with amazing
views of the sea. On the mainland, you will pass beautiful
parks, theLøsning
lively harbour town of Juelsminde, and encounter
Stenderup
lovely beaches. The route ends at the Rosenvold Manor.
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1. The bicycle ferry Alrø - Hjarnø
You can start your trip on the island of Alrø where the bicycle and
pedestrian ferry offers service to the island of Hjarnø from May
to September. The time table can be found at VisitJuelsminde’s
website. Alternatively, you can follow the national bicycle route no.
5 which runs all the way around the inlet of Horsens Fjord. All year
round, there is a ferry link between Snaptun and Hjarnø. Transit time
is only 7 minutes.
2. Hjarnø
The island of Hjarnø measures only 3.2 km2, has a population of
100, and is situated only 800 m from the mainland. Here you find
beautiful nature with a rich wildlife, a vibrant local cultural life,
lovely bathing beaches, and great opportunities for hiking trips.
Moreover, on the island’s southern coast, you find an ancient burial
ground from the Viking Age with 10 ship settings. If you want to
explore the island over several days or just relax for a while, then
Hjarnø Camping is an obvious place to stay. It is open from the Easter holidays to September. The camping ground also has a kiosk.
3. Hjarnø Church
Denmark’s second smallest church was presumably built in the
1500s and is made from boulders. The church tower was added in
1877. The votive ship hanging under the vault is a model of a Viking
ship, which is unique for a Danish church. The church is open during
the daytime. Across from the church, the island’s gallery is located
where primarily local artists exhibit their works of art. Here you
can experience everything from paintings to ceramics and other
handicrafts.
4. Snaptun
The charming harbour and fishing town of Snaptun is located at the
mouth of the inlet of Horsens Fjord. Here you can enjoy your lunch
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by the marina. Besides the small ferry M/F Hjarnø, you also find a
ferry link to the island of Endelave.
5. Tønballe Nature Center
Optionally, you can take a detour west, if you don’t mind biking on
gravel roads. At the old farm Tønballegård, you find an information
and experience center focusing on nature conservation and environmental affairs. The center wants to motivate its visitors to make
use of nature with forethought and to contribute to encourage a
sustainable lifestyle. Among other things, you can stop off at the
viewpoint platform located 12 meters up in a tree. The nature center
is open by appointment only, but the landscape exhibition is open
to the public. The nature center is situated in a scenic area with a
rich wildlife. The large forest and the beach are open to roaming.
6. Palsgaard Manor and Manor Park
The history of the Palsgaard Manor dates back to the year 1275. In
the beautiful park of 21 hectares, there is a wide variety of impressive perennials and rare trees as well as modern art by, among
others, Danish artists Hanne Varming and Erik A. Frandsen. The park
is open to the public from 8 A.M. to sunset. Every year the open-air
performance, the Palsgaard Summer Play, is held in the park where
songs and theatre come together on the beautiful open-air stage.
The manor house is private property. Palsgaard also comprises a
large industrial enterprise that produces specialty products for the
food industry. You also have the opportunity to go to the peninsula
As Hoved, where the forest meets the sea. The site is a very popular
excursion spot for anglers, among others. The peninsula ends in an
11 meters tall sea cliff that contains till from three glacial periods.
7. Juelsminde
In the charming harbour town, you find lots of eateries, accommodation and shopping options. It is especially lively around the lovely
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harbour, where you can enjoy an ice-cream or a cup of coffee, while
the kids try their luck at crab fishing from the “crab bridge”. The town
has a shopping street with a wide range of shops and specialty
stores, and there are more accommodation options. Juelsminde
Strand Camping is a lovely camping ground with many facilities
located by the marina and with direct access to the beach. All types
of camping are offered here as well as cabin rental and a hostel. Are
you looking for an abundance of comfort after spending active days
in the bike saddle, then the three-star Hotel Juelsminde Strand has a
lot to offer – all within walking distance of the town centre.
8. Juelsminde Harbour Museum
The museum is established and run by passionate locals. Here you
can learn all about the town of Juelsminde and its development
from fishing village to popular harbour town for tourists. Experience the stories about the Danish frigate, Fregatten Jylland, whose
one anchor can be seen at the town’s waterfront or hop into the
museum’s ship simulator. Additionally, the museum arranges curing
days with smoked mackerels, beers, and music. The museum is open
from May until October.
9. Barritskov
Enjoy the trip towards the village of Barrit along the vast fields
where local farmers and their various farm machinery are often seen
in full swing as a visible symbol of the changing Danish seasons. If
the tractors are not moving and the combine harvesters not roaring,
the likelihood of spotting deer or other game is very good. The farm
of Barritskov is the home of the company Aarstiderne, which delivers wooden crates with organic vegetables and meals to households all over the country. Occasionally, Aarstiderne holds events at
Barritskov, among others, harvest fairs, workshops, and communal
eating. You can also take a trip along the gravel roads though the
forests between Barrit Skov and Klakring.
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11. Stenhøj Beach
Stenhøj Beach is just a short detour from the route and absolutely
worth a visit. The last stretch towards the beach’s parking place
runs on dirt or gravel. By the coast, the beautiful forest dramatically
faces the water of the inlet, only separated by the steep slope that
gave the area its name, Stenhøj, – meaning stone hill. The encounter between the elements of nature is breathtaking and makes this
stretch of coast quite unique. Take a walk along the three-kilometer
beach but be prepared for an obstacle course of fallen tree trunks
which have been left to decay. You must scale these in order to get
past but in return they safeguard a natural stretch of coast. Look for
fossils washed up on the beach or for playful porpoises along the
coast. In the summer, there is a small bathing jetty on the beach,
and for the angler, this is a very popular spot with the opportunity
to catch both garfish, sea trouts, flounders, and cod.

Practical information

10. Rosenvold Manor
The route ends at the Rosenvold Manor which was built by Karen Gyldenstjerne in 1585 and named after her husband, Holger
Rosenkrantz. In 1660, the Rosenvold Manor became the property
of the Rantzau Family which it still is. The current owner, Carl Johan
Ulrik Rantzau, is thus the 17th Rantzau in a long line of successive
owners. The manor is not open to the public.

Hjarnø Camping

Eateries/Accommodation
hjarnø.dk

+4525366776

jmstrand.dk

+4575690033

liniepavillonen.dk

+4575693099

Restaurant på Havnen

pahavnen.dk

+4575693664

Juelsminde Fiskebistro

juelsminde.nu

+4575693222

facebook.com/pandekagestedet

+4575694388

Den Gamle Smedie
Hotel Juelsminde Strand
Restaurant Liniepavillonen

Pandekagestedet

Museums and galleries
Juelsminde Havnemuseum

havnemuseum.dk

Galleri Kirkesvinget

+4527132535
+4560471010

Camping grounds
hjarnoecamping.dk

Sandbjerg Vig Camping

+4575683686

sandbjergvigcamping.dk

Juelsminde Strand Camping

juelsmindecamping.dk

+4575693210

Nature camps
See

udinaturen.dk

Transportation
Hjarnø Færgefart

hjarnøfærgefart.dk

+4530702345

Ferry for bicycles

visitjuelsminde.dk

+4575602120

Train / Buses

rejseplanen.dk / midttrafik.dk

Other links
Palsgaard
Aarstiderne
Visit Juelsminde
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palsgaardsommerspil.dk
aarstiderne.com

+4570260066

visitjuelsminde.com

+4575693313
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This trip offers a detour to the beautiful Hotel Vejlefjord,
several galleries, beautiful old mills, a disused prison, as well
as an open-air museum in Glud. You can also try one of the
steepest hills in Denmark, namely Askebjerg at Daugaard. The
Juelsminde
route is long, but it can easily be
split up into
shorter, more manageable trips.
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1. Rosenvold Harbour and Camping
About 1 km west of the manor lies Rosenvold Harbour, which is a
charming, little harbour primarily for smaller boats. There is also an
attractive sandy beach and the popular camping ground Rosenvold
Strand Camping, which offers all types of camping. Here you also find
a small kiosk.
2. Gallery Merete & Elias
The artist couple Merete Falk and Elias Nielsen have opened a lovely
gallery at Gerdas Minde with an exhibition of their own paintings. The
gallery is open by appointment only.
3. Stouby Church
Take a detour to the north of the village of Stouby, where the church
is situated in the open landscape. The church has been continually
operational since the 1100s. The present Gothic building originates
from a reconstruction around the year 1400. In the chancel, you can
see four beautiful stained-glass windows created by the Danish artist
Kræsten Iversen in 1952.
4. Hotel Vejlefjord
Take a detour from the route and bike towards Hotel Vejlefjord – the
signposting is clear from Stouby to the hotel. The impressive building
was constructed in 1898-1900 as a sanatorium. The Danish architect
Vilhelm Dahlerup is well-known for designing several prominent
buildings, such as the Royal Danish Theatre and Hotel D’Angleterre in
Copenhagen. During the first many years, the Vejlefjord functioned
as an idyllically situated tuberculosis sanatorium, where the patients
could get plenty of fresh air, exercise and rest. The sanatorium was
an important factor in the elimination by and large of tuberculosis
in Denmark during the first half of the 1900s. And you can still get
plenty of fresh air, exercise and rest at the Vejlefjord! In 2008, the hotel
opened an impressive spa and thermal baths that offer wonderful
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sense experiences and absolute wellness. In the romantic and
scenic park with bridges, streams, and lakes, you can walk along the
numerous treatment paths. The park is open to the public. Among
other things, you can take a walk to the Træskohage Lighthouse. The
lighthouse was originally built in 1904 but it was taken out of service
in 1982. A full-scale renovation of the lighthouse in 2017 was made
possible by passionate locals and foundations grants. The lighthouse
now appears as it originally did, and it sets the scene for one of the
most scenic sites along the inlet of Vejle Fjord.
5. Rohden Estate
An option is to follow the national bicycle route no. 5 which runs to
the north of the inlet of Vejle Fjord and past the Rohden Estate. But
keep in mind that large parts of the route run on gravel road. The
Rohden Manor is mentioned for the first time in 1662. Since then, the
place has grown into a large and impressive estate. Today the manor
house has been renovated and the estate is operated as a modern
farm. The manor house is not open to the public. There is public
access to the forests on foot.
6. Belle Art Gallery
At Belle, you can experience both an exclusive selection of artworks
by Danish and international artists as well as a large range of carpets
and rugs. Belle Art Gallery is a family business established in 1953.
7. Daugård Beach
If you bring your swimwear, then the Daugård Beach is one of the
best places to go for a swim. Jump in from the charming bathing
jetty and swim to the float, where you can really enjoy the view of the
inlet and the Vejle Fjord Bridge in the background. For the kids, there
are plenty of options for running on the grass, playing ball at the
volleyball court, or fishing for crabs among the large stones along the
shoreline – with a nice mussel as bait, you can fill your bucket in no
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time! There are public toilets at the beach. Close to the road, there is a
lovely, local camping ground, located at the foot of the hill Askebjerg.
The information desk at the camping ground also functions as a kiosk.
The camping ground is open from March to September.
8. Askebjerg
If you ride from the camping ground towards the village of Daugård,
you head for one of Denmark’s steepest climbs at the hill Askebjerg.
At its steepest point, the slope percentage is no less than 13. Don’t
forget to hop off at the top and enjoy the view of the inlet of Vejle
Fjord.
9. Daugård
Here you find, among other things, the Gallery Clifford which shows
a wide selection of modern art. If you need to patch a tyre or change
a tube, then the Daugård Bicycle Service is ready to help. And at the
top of the village of Daugård, you find the local grocer where you
can reward yourself for your physical exertion with an ice-cream
or a soft drink. To the north of Daugård, the route follows the road
called Hestehaven which, among other places, leads you along the
well-groomed fairways of the Hedensted Golf Course, which is often
attended by golf enthusiasts from all over the country.
10. Røde Mølle - Red Mill
Take a detour past the old water mill called Red Mill and the
appertaining fields. After Red Mill, you can go on a scenic trip to
Hedensted, past the newly-developed residential area of Lille Dalby
Bakker. In Hedensted, you find a wide range of shops, including two
bicycle shops.
11. Urlev
In the village of Urlev, you find Castbjerggård which houses both
a conference centre and a folk high school for deaf and hearing188

impaired students. Right across lies Urlev Church, which probably
dates back to the 1200s.
12. Stenderup
The village of Stenderup offers a great example of the charming local
life led in the many villages of the area. Experience the village church
or visit the local grocer who is ready with a puncture repair kit if you
have a flat tyre.
13. Bjerre Mill
The mill, which is the only preserved tile-clad mill in Denmark, stands
as a beautiful landmark for the old shire of Bjerre Herred. The mill is an
octagonal Dutch windmill with an onion-shaped mill hat, and it is in
perfect condition. It is an obvious place to take a break and enjoy the
sight, while you regain some strength and energy. The mill is always
open.
14. Bjerre Prison
Take a detour southward from the route. Here you find the
disused Bjerre Prison by the road. Over the years, the prison has
accommodated all kinds of people, from murderers and Nazis to
members of the Danish Resistance during the German occupation.
Some of the village’s criminals were even executed at the gallows hill
of Bjerrelide, as late as in 1858. Passionate locals have successfully
launched a restauration project which will transform the prison house
into an attraction with, among other things, a hostel and a museum.
The project is in the making.
15. Bjerge Forest
The route takes you through the idyllic Bjerge Forest where beautiful
sunlight on a good day breaks through the leaves of the tree crowns,
while you follow the quiet road and its gentle curves. If you ride on a
mountain bike, MTB-trails with several levels of difficulty are
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established, and they are definitely worth a go. Ride the trails
clockwise for the safety of everybody.
16. Denmark’s Ferguson Museum
At the farm Ankerslund near the village of Glud, you can experience a
large collection of Ferguson tractors. Here you have the opportunity
to explore and carefully examine some of the tractors and agricultural
tools that changed farming for good. You can take a tour on your
own, or you can book a guided tour with the passionate museum
owner, Henrik Nielsen, who will tell you the story of “the little grey”
and about the long haul of collecting and restoring several hundreds
of machines.

Pratical information
Eateries / Accommodotion
hotelvejlefjord.dk

+4576823380

Hyrup Kro

hyrupkro.dk

+4575897444

Bjerre Kro

bjerrekro.dk

+4575681371

cafeindbaek.dk

+4540260675

Brasseriet Hotel Vejlefjord

Café Rindbæk
Café Phønix

+4575683011

Café Snaptun

+4524674212

Snaptun Havnebistro

snaptun-havnebistro.dk

+4575683788

Museums and galleries

17. Glud Museum
The route takes you past the amazing open-air museum in the
village of Glud. The museum conveys the development of the
countryside and the villages of the municipality. At the museum,
you can see old, well-preserved buildings from the region, for
example “Martha’s House” and “the Fishing House”, which offer you an
interesting glimpse of village life during the past 350 years. You can
also experience the exciting story of the museum’s founder, Søren
Knudsen, in his house “Hildesheim”. Thanks to the museum’s many
volunteers, there is a lively atmosphere, and activities and events are
often held.

Glud Museum
Ferguson Museum
Galleri Merete & Elias

gludmuseum.dk

+4575683082

fergusonmuseum.dk

+4520447368

eliasart.dk

+4575897004

gallericlifford.dk

+4576740477

belle-art.dk

+4575897370

logballe.dk

+4575691200

Rosenvold Strandcamping

rosenvoldcamping.dk

+4575691415

Vejle Fjord Camping

vejlefjordcamping.dk

+4575895254

Galleri Clifford
Belle Art Gallery
Camping grounds
Løgballe Camping

Nature camps
See

udinaturen.dk

Transportation
Train / buses

rejseplanen.dk / midttrafik.dk

Other links
Visit Juelsminde
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visitjuelsminde.com

+4575693313
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Useful knowledge before you go
5 pieces of good advice
1. Pump your tires: Flat tires make the bicycle heavy, increases
the resistance and the risk of having a flat tire.
2. Grease your chain: Avoid rusty and dirty chains.
3. Tighten up: Loose screws, chains and gears can be noisy and
possibly break.
4. Adjust your saddle: Sit on your saddle and press the pedal
all the way down with your front foot. Your knee has to be
slightly bent. The saddle must be horizontal, though, it may
point downwards just a bit in front – never upwards.
5. Pack your bike right: Be sure to keep weight as low on your
bike as possible.
Good things to bring
Helmet, pump, puncture repair kit, and tire iron.
Water bottle and maybe something nice to eat.
Bicycle map/roadmap, cell phone, and charger.
Breathable rain gear, light jacket and cycling shorts.
Bags for bikes
Bicycle panniers that can be mounted on the rear rack are good.
Then you can keep weight as low on your bike as possible.
This gives you the best balance and the least strain. A small
handlebar bag with a map holder and room for your wallet and
cell phone is also very handy and useful.
Bring your bike on the train and buses
There are numerous stops for trains and busses along the
Kulturringen. On Rejseplanen.dk you can see the departures
of trains where you can bring your bike. Remember to book a
space for your bicycle on the InterCity-trains.
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The Aarhus Light Rail Transit is the new train service which
opens in 2017. It connects Aarhus with its environs on five
stretches towards Odder, Hasselager, Brabrand, Hinnerup, and
Grenaa. The timetables for the Light Rail Transit you can find
at Rejseplanen.dk. All regional buses and X-buses can carry
bicycles. Not during rush hour, though, and only when there
is room for them. You cannot book a space for your bike in
advance. You need to buy a special ticket for your bike. Be prepared to place your bike in the trunk of the bus yourself. Orient
yourself on Rejseplanen.dk and Midttrafik.dk. You cannot
bring your bike on the city buses.
Bike in the car
If your car has a tow hitch, you can mount a bike carrier. If you
cover the car’s rear number plate, you need a so-called third
number plate. You can easily order one at one of SKAT’s motor
registry offices. Remember to fasten the front wheel of the bike
with an elastic strap.
Cycle and canoeing holidays
Several canoe rental companies offer transport by car or bike
between the landing places in connection with canoe package
tours. Contact the rental companies or the camping grounds
with canoe rental and ask about logistics and transport options.
Read more on Kanoside.dk under “Kanoudlejere - Midtjylland”.
Useful links:
Kulturringen.dk
Cycling Embassy of Denmark - cycling-embassy.dk
Danishbicycle paths - danskecykelstier.dk
Routeplanner - cyklistforbundet.dk or google.dk/maps
Digital map - opencyclemap.org
General information - visitdenmark.dk
Useful knowledge
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